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CHAP.l'ER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLRM 
The purpose of this etlldy •• to se't •P aacl e'falute a 
25 week free-reacli~ prO&ram for ceneral students ia Grade Ten. 
Ia this experimeat 71 teat~racle p~ils in Frami-caam Hich School, 
Framincbam, Massachusetts, were used. The two classes fomiDC the 
experiaental cro-.p totaled 44 st~ents, ad the olle class fontiac 
the control group coasisted of 27 st~ellts. Siace tke st~ellts ia 
Fr.amiDgbam Hich Sckool elect either General or Collece Jnclish, the 
ten iivisions of General Tellth - Grade Eacliah ran~e froa superior 
to retarded ability. Because of scheduliac, those st•dents electiac 
commercial sUbjects, Household Arts, or Shop fall, ia ceneral, iato 
separate Enclish divisions; therefore, those in the C~ercial 
iivisioa tend to be hi~her ia ability as compared with the other 
seven divisions. 
All three E~lish classes were taucht ey tlle same teacher. 
Only 150 \ooke were available in the classroom librar;y. 
No atterapt •• made to 1-,rove oral readiJtC or to 1111Prove 
read!~ skills. This study also did not take iato account .aturatioa, 
persoD&l experiences, or iaterests aroused outside the free-readiDC 
pro~am. 
-1-
Equivalent forms of the Iowa Silent Reading Test!/, the 
National A.chievemeDt Vocabulary Test~/, and the Cooperative Literarz 
ComprehensioD and A.p-ereciation Test §./ were used to measure gaiDs or 
losses in vocabulary, sentence meant~, paras;raph maa.illtt, paragraph 
organization, locatioa of iaformation, comprehension, speed, and 
appreciation. The Witty-Xopel Iaterest IDvento;y i/, teacher 
observatioa, and student responses oa a teacher-made questionnaire 
were used to Judge subJectively change in interests and attitudes. 
NDD FOR THE STUDY 
EVIDENCI OJ DISLBILITY 
ResearCh indicates that the reading disability, which the 
writer, a teacher of English, has recognized in her classes, is 
prevalent among many secondary school students. 
Ia 1934 Persoas ~/ made a survey which showed significant 
readiBC retardation: 
' 1. H. A.. Greene, A. N. Jorcensen, and v. H. Kelley, Iowa Silent Readi!i 
Testa, Advanced Test, Revised Edition, Forms A. and B, World Book 
Compaay, Yoakere-on-HudsoD, New York, 1931. 
2. Robert K. Speer and Samuel Smith, Natioul Achievemeat Vocabulary 
Tests, Grades 7•12, Forms .1 aa.d B, Acorn Pu.blishiDC CCllllpaaY, 
Rockville Centre, New York, 1951. 
3. Mary Willis and H. A. Domincovich, Co9perative Literary Co!erebeasioa 
and Appreciation Tests, Provisional Forms T and R, Educational 
Testing Service, Princetoa, New Jersey, 1950. 
4. Paul Witty, William Brink, and David Kopel, 11 Interest Inventory for 
High School Students,• Reading and the Educative Process, Ginn and 
Company, New York, 1939, PP• 335-339. 
5. G. L. Persons, •silent ReadiQg with First Tera Pupils in Theodore 
Roosevelt High School, 11 Hiih Poiats (November, 1934) Vol. 16, PP• 5-7. 
Of a croup of 1,000 ninth grade ~lish students in a large 
New York City high school, approximately 20 per cent were at 
least three years below their grade in cenera.l readi~ com-
prehension ability. 
- - -
---
Two years later Betts !/ wrote that it is usually estimated that 
from 8 to 15 per cent of the school population is cbar.acterized by vary-
iac decrees of readin& disabilities; he used the fi•di~ of the follow-
iDg investigators to substantiate his statement: 
Investigator Percentage of Retarded Readers 
1. Durrell 15.0 
2. Moaroe 12.0 
3. Orton 2 to 4 
4. Rauschburg 15.0 
5. Bazkaja 12.0 
6. Wallis 4.48 
McNally~/ added further to the evidence: 
Statistical evidence clearly demonstr.ated that from 15 to 
30 per cent or more of our high school pupils are so 
seriously retarded in readinc that their success in all 
content sUbjects is jeopardized. 
In developimc a junior hich school program to improve readinc, McNally 
listed the followinc causes for the readi~ situation which he 
eAcountered: 
1. Increasi~ high school population. 
2. Textbooks and other books are too difficult for 
a larce part of the population. 
1. Emmett A. Betts, The Preventioa and Correction of Readini Difficulties, 
Row-Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1936, P• 2. 
2. Harold J. McNally, "Developi~ a Junior High School ReadiD& Procram,• 
Teachers College Record (Januar.y, 1942) Vol. 43, P• 265. 
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3. The readinc de11111.nds of the high school differ in their 
:Datura and their variety from the readiDC of the 
elemeAtary school. 
De Boer's !/ fiad~s in 1951 are more specific, aDd he attempts 
to lht some of the causee for the readi~ disabilities in the secondary 
school of today. 
In tnical ninth grade croups, as maDy as 2 per cent of 
the pupils score below the fourth crade nonas in reading 
ability, 30 per cent below the seventh grade aol'lls, and 
48 per cent below the eighth grade norms. Numerous causes 
are: large classes, inadequate readiDg material and equiP-
ment, laCk of attention to individual differences, in-
a:ppropria te teachi:ae aethoda and a curriculu UJlBui ted to 
children's needs and interests. 
lven more recently Bond e/ makes a sicnificant statement recard-
1~ readinc retardation: 
Numerous studies coaducted by competent educators i:Ddic.ate 
tba t from 10 to 15 per cent of our secondary school student. 
are not read1~ on a level generally expected of normal children 
of tlla t a,;e. 
However, it should be noted that because considerable numbers of 
hJ.ch school students are not 11normal 11 in intelligence, some retardatioD 
is normal. .A. retarded student is one not workinc up to his capacity. 
DIFFICRENCi B:IT\VEEN 'BOYS AND GIRLS 
It bas frequently been observed that boys have more difficulty 
in readinc than do girls. Durrell£/, iDa study of 1130 children, 
1. John J. De 'Boer, Walter V. laulfers, and Helen R. Miller, TeachiDg 
English ill Secondary Schools, McGraw Hill :Book Company, New York, 
1951, P• 162. 
2. G. 1. Bond, "Program for Improving ReadiDC in the Secondary School," 
School Review (September, 1952) Vol. 60 1 p. 338. 
3. DoDald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Readin& .Abilities, World 
:Book Company, Yonkers- On-Hudson, New York, 1940, P• 281. 
uein& the Stanford-!inet Test as the criterion, found tbat 20 per cent 
of the boys were retarded in readinc, while only 10 per cent of the 
cirls were similarly retarde4. Among the 6000 children civen the 
Durrell-SUllivan Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests, 18 per cent of 
the boys were retarded as compared to 9 per cent of the cirls. In 
addition, Durrell bas found that among the children brought to the !oston 
University Educational Clinic for atudy of readiDC disa\ilities, the r.&tio 
of boys to girls is ten to one. 
Wide Ban«e 
Perhaps even more sipificant than the percentaces of readillg 
disabilities and the difference between the read~ capacities of boys 
and girls is the wide ~e of ability which exists in individual 
classes. Extensive research points out existence of these individual 
differences. 
Gates !/ in 1935 reported: 
The results of the measurement of the readin& abilities of 
all the students Just finishing the tenth crade in a midwestern 
city show a wide r.auge in reading ability of these 225 
students. They r.&DCe in comprehension ability from a 
crade equivalent to that of an "average11 pupil who baa 
been in the fifth crade seven months (5.7) to at least 
that of an 11avera.ge 11 person enteri:nc college (13.0) ••• 
A further inspection shows as crea t a r.a:nce in vocabulary as 
in level of comprehension ••• There is also variety in 
speed. The range is from a child who bas been in the third 
crade six months (3.6) to more than that of the 11averace" 
college freshman (13.0) ••• One of the faster readers would 
be able to read in an hour what it would take one of the slower 
readers several hours to read. Speed constitutes one of the 
most serious problems in the hich school. 
1. Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of ReadiDC (Revised Edition) 
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1935, p. 22 and p. 604 (App.) 
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Even more serious might seam the tendeney for the range to crow 
wider, for accordinc to Durrell !/ in the Thirty-Sixth Yearbook of the 
N&tioaal Society for the Study of Education: 
Appraisals of tae read~ abilities of junior hi~h school st~ 
dents reveal not only wide differences in each crade, but they 
also show that these wide differences increase with each sue-
ceedinc crade in the educational system. 
In 1938 G~ ~/ reported r~rdinc individual differences in 
readint;: 
Wherever appraisals are made of the readimc abilities of 
students - whether in elementary school, in hieh school, iD 
coll~e or craduate school - extreme i•dividual differences 
are found. A survey of 5, 705 ninth crade students in a sl:lb-
urban Chicaco area showed tbat approximately 4 per cent 11ade 
comprehension scores no higher than those attained by ave~e 
second and thi rd grade pupils. An additional 11 per cent made 
comprehension scores no hicher than those attained by aveDaCe 
fourth and fifth crade pupils. Nearly one fourth of the total 
number of ninth crade students in the suburban area were at 
least three years retarded in reading comprehension ability. 
It also seems important to note that from her study of problems 
in the improvement of readinc, StraDg 'g_/ summarized the literature 
concerni~ the readi~ ability of hich school students by writinc: 
In ceneral, 10 to30 per cent of the high sChool students 
studied have been found to be seriously handicapped in 
readin&. The percentaces of r etardation vary with the 
school. For example, approximately half of the tenth 
crade students in one school failed to reach the author's 
mean for the eighth crade while only 10 per cent of the 
students in the same crade in another school were below 
the eiehth crade level. 
1. National Society for the Stlil.dy of Education, The Teachinf of Readiy: 
A Second Re~ort, Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, P.art Ii Blooming on PUblic 
School PUbFahing Compa.ny, :Sloomin~ton, Ill., 937, p. 332. 
2. William S. Gray~ 1The Nature and Extent 9f the Reading)Problem in 
American Educat1on," Educational Record (Januar,y, 1938 Vol. 19, 
pp. 90-91. 
3. Ruth Stranc, Problems in the Improvement of Readiy in High School 
and Colle,e, The Science Press, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, 1938, p. 23. 
6 
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Teati~ in the senior hi,;h school of Alleibany County, Mar,vland, 
McNally !/ found that in the tenth grade, for example, the range •a 
from fifth ,rade to collece sophomore level. 
The Forty-Seventh Yearbook ~ s~ported the earlier contention re-
garding the strikiza& ran~e in readi~ ability: 
In summarising tae scores of 9,672 students on the Iowa Silent 
ReadinJ Tests from 76 to 88 htch schools 9 per cent of the 
twelfth crade students fall at or below ninth grade-median. 
At the opposite extreme 7 per cent of the ninth 'radars reach 
or exceed the median for twelfth grade students. 
In the recent findiDt:s of the National Council of Teachers of 
English!/ a wid.e spread of iadividual aiilities at aey crade level 
continues to be noted: 
For over 25 years teachers and administrators have had objective 
evidence of the spread of learning capacity and achievement 
aDlOJl8 youc people and adults of the same chronolocical a&:e 
and of the same "crade level11 in school. As more and more 
children have remained in school by legal requirement up to 
sixteen years of age and many through Junior and senior coll~e, 
the range of differences has been extended. 
IMPOR~NCE OF BEADING 
Ther,fore, bavi~ found much evidence of disability in readinc 
and a wide range in readi~ abilities, the writer investigated further 
the significance of readin& in the developmental :process and in social 
adjustment and academic success. As to the place reading plays in the 
1. Harold J. McNally, Op. Cit., p. 267. 
2. National Society for the Study of Education. ReadiD£ in the Hich 
School and College, Forty-Seventh Yearbook, University of Chieaco 
Press, Chicago, Illinoi~, 1948, p. 18. 
3. National Council of Teachers of Encliah, The ED~lish ~e Arts, 
Dora v. Smith, Editor, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 
1952, :P• 248. 
7 
total picture, the Forty-Seventh Yearbook!/ stated a wise reminder: 
The astute teacher understands that readin& is only one aspect 
of the total experience of the student and that there are 
other valuable aids to learniq. The teacher is concerned 
pr~rily with helping eaCh student develop into a harmoniously 
adJusted persona.li ty. B.eadi~ is considered as one avenue 
thro-ugh which the attainment of this obJective may be facilitated. 
Developmental Process 
In the past we considered that the teaching of readi~ was the 
responai~ility of the elementary school teacher. Today, however, re-
search and a loar;ical view of the sit'Uation ~ke us realize that readi~ 
is a developmental, continual process requiring attention throuchout all 
levels of the educational program. 
Bond and Bond~/ supported this newer viewpoint in 1941: 
Many teachers in high schools are beginnine to see the need 
for the continual development of the reading abilities of 
their students. The realization that the secondary school must 
undertake its part in reading development and that the teachinar; 
of readir:te cannot be left to chance is creating an earnest de-
sire on the part of the secondary school teacher to contribute 
to readin& ar;rowth. 
One year later Dora Smith~/ made a positive statement about 
developmental readiDg: 
The second$-ry school is beginniD& to realize its obligation to 
teach readinc not crudiingly, as if to offset the weaknesses 
of the school lower down, but positively, with the conviction 
tmt learning to read is a developmental process, expanding 
with the ar;rowth of the child's interests and powers and in-
creasing in complexity with the crowinar; difficulty and maturity 
of readinar; tasks at each successive level of instruction. 
1. National Society for the Study of Education, B.eadipc in the High 
School and College, Op. Cit., p. 15. 
2. Gcy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Develor.enta.l ReadiDC in High School, The 
MacMillan COJapany, New York, 194 , P• 6. 
3. Dora v. Smith, "Present Status of Teachinc in Secondary Schools, 11 
~Deliah Journal, (April, 1942) Vol. 31, p. 275. 
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Lou la Brant's !/ recent comment is a logical one which also 
~lies the continui~ of readin& instruction in the secondary school: 
Actually the transition from eichth ~o ninth crade, with the 
eba114:e from wb:tt iB termed •reading" to •study of literature .. 
is marked by adolescent ~rowth of only three months, insuffi-
cient time to make any great change in development even if 
11 reading" and llliterature 11 could not apply to the aame book. 
Social AdJustment 
The importance of reading in social developDtent was investigated 
next by the writer. Betta ~/ fostered the idea tbat social pressure is 
a stro~ motivatine force in readiDt: : 
At the age of eight or nine most children nave interests 
which are satisfied throuch r eading. From then on the whole 
educational system both in and out of school requires in-
creasing reading ability for sat isfactory social adjustments. 
Every Child would read if it wer e in his power to do so. 
Social pressure in any community IJBkes it mndatory. 
Bond and Bond!/ offered a similar idea with an emphasis on 
personality development: 
Readi~ is a worthwhile and hi ghly stimulatiDg recreatioual 
experience; it adds many and vivid meanings to the individual's 
other experiences; it stimulates and fosters interest; and, 
since throua:h it one can get a198.Y from the humdrum of his 
existence, reading contributes to his mental health. Thus 
readi~ adds to the development of the wholesome personality. 
The Forty-Seventh Yearbook i/ also promoted the concept that 
readiDt; is a factor of consequence in social adjustment: 
1. Lou Ia Brant, We Teach blish, Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, 
1951, P• 228. 
2. Emmett A· Betts, Op. Cit., P• 5. 
3. Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Oj?. Cit., P• 7. 
4. National Society for the Stu.dy of Education, Readig in the Hich 
School and College, Op. Cit., PP• 2-14. 
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There is a heightened appreciation today of the importance 
of readin& in meeti~ ~ersonal needs, in furtherinc scholastic 
attainments, and in promoting social stability and pr~ress ••• 
Natioa-wide effort is be~ made to provide a broader cultural 
ba~round for all 7outA, to ~romote better understandinc of 
current, social, economic, and political issues, and to iD-
sure more effective prepa~tion for adult activities ••• A 
balanced and individually appropriate readinc ,rocram may 
coatribute vitally to the achievememt of maturity. By attain-
1~ insight into their own problems and behavior, many students 
will be able to build the confidence and self-assur.ance which 
mature personal adjustment demands. Younc people can be aided 
in their quest for personal-social adjustment through cuidance 
tllat ,romotes the full development of their readiD€ powers 
and makes readiDg a pUl"JOBeful part of their daily lives ••• 
For all students, readinc can become an emotioDally satisfyine 
experience. And at the same time, it can ,rovide individual 
therapy and satisfaction for those whose insecurities or 
anxieties are alleviated by the emotional release which 
readi~ often affords. 
Academic Success 
In consider!~ reading as an iafluential factor in academic 
success, Percival!/ found ia an investigation coaducted 26 years ago 
that of those not ,romoted in the sixth cr.ade 33 Jer cent were kept back 
because of readin& disabilities. In the seventh and etchth cr,ades, the 
failuresbecause of readinc disabilities were 25 per cent. 
Betts ~/ believed that the probl~m of readinc retardation is a 
serious one, for many individuals at all levels of education have been 
called dull or slow learners because a reading inability divorced them 
from necessary vicarious experiences derived from readin&. Hence, 
reading ability is essential to normal progress i• academic sUbJects. 
1. Walter P. Percival, A. St'Udy of the Causes and SubJects of School 
Jailures, unpUblished doctor's dissertation, Teachers Collece, 
Columbia Univerait7 1 New York City, 1926. 
2. Emmett A. Betts, Op. Cit., p. 6. 
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:Iva :Bond !/ 1 an investigator in the area of us i~ readiDg skills 
as ~redictors of academic success, found hi~hly stcnificant relationshi~s 
between: 
1. ReadiDc comprehension and achievement ia qlish, Latta, 
ceneral science and composite niath grade work 
2. Power of com,reheasioa and achievement in Enclish, general 
science and composite ninth &rade work 
3. Ability to locate iafomation and achievement in Ezlcliah, 
alcebra, and composite ninth ~de work 
4. Readi:uc speed and two :Phases of achievement in Inglish, 
aamely, 1mowled&e of EJl4ilis h voca\ulary and literary 
acquaintance. 
Two years later Elden Bond~/ in his t.vesticatioa carried on in 
t he senior hip school at Mansfield, Ohio, concluded that measures of 
readinc comprehension, reading vocabulary, location of information, 
readiDg speed, and intelligence, considered as a teu of abilities, have 
a definite value in Jredictinc tent~:r,ade scholastic success. 
J.fter developin& a recent junior hich school reading :program, 
McNally ~/ sqs: 
The coatention tlle.t readiDC is an important factor iD hi,;h 
school success is no longer entirely in the realm of theory. 
Recent studies afford exper~ental evidence of the positive 
correlation between reading abilities and achievement in the 
content subjects. 
1. :Iva :Bond, Readi.nj; and Ninth Grade Achievement, Bureau of Publica~ioas, 
No. 756, Teachers Collece, Columbia University, New York City, 1938, 
:PP• 65-59. 
2. Elden :Bond, Tenth Grade Abilities and Achievements, :Bureau of 
Publications, No. 813, Teachers College, Columbia University, New 
York City, 1940, Pit• 26-59. 
3. Harold J. McNally, Op. Ci!., p. 265. 
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Fiadinc extensive evidence of the real need for a readinc :procram 
in the secondary school, the writer decided to set up a free~readi~ 
:procram in her Enclish classes to meet the wide divercence of abilities 
and to foster better social adjustment. The writer questioned the possi-
bility of the free-readin~ :pro,r.aa1a effecttac caiaa ia reading skills, 
readine interests and attitudes and decided to measure the gain or loss 
through standardised tests, teaCher observation, and student response. 
There is considerable evidence ia the research that a fre~ 
:r.~di• pro,ram may show pins in the aforementioned areas. 
Witty, Brink, and Ko~el !/ stressed the value of readi~ as a 
vehicle for fosteri~ illdividual expression and adjustment: 
The most sicnificant effort to make reading serve this 
end ( individual expression and adjustment) is found in 
the introduction of free-readi~ as a phase of secondary-
school instruction in English. 
Durrell §./ not only advanced the theory that :pleasure reading aids 
in personal adjustment but also considered the importance of skills: 
The person who :plans his leisure reading intallicently 
bas infinite possibilities for personal crowth. Inde-
pendent planned silent readi~ produces many desirable 
results - devel~ent of one's vocational abilities, in-
creased enjoyment from new fieldsof knowledce, enhanced 
:pleasure from travel, enriched UDderstandin& of the every-
day world, ex:pansion of iaterests, establishment and 
strengthening of friendships, enlarced rewards from co-. 
versatioa, etimulation of cener.al effort, and creater 
master,y of emotions and actions. These results, of course, 
do not come solely from mastery of the mecbanics of silent 
rea.diug, but th.ey are Wlllikely to develop without control 
of skills. 
1. Paul Witty, William Brink, and ~vid Iopel, Op. Cit., ~· 15. 
2. Donald D. Durrell, Op. Cit., p. 142. 
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Accordin& to Harris!/, students should be helped to recocnize 
that they may perfect readine skills Just as they do athletic skills: 
Unless the child is led to realize that Just as he can 
learn to Jump llich only by practiciDC J:umpinc, so he can 
learn to read well only by :practiciuc readinc, it is 
difficult to ~et him to feel the effort is worthwhile. 
Bond and Handlan ~/ also favored free-readbac: 
One simple, very fruitful way of adjusti.Dc readin~ to 
children's interests and abilities is throuch a cood proc~ 
of recreational readinc. In a procram of this kind, 
children use the reading skills they have pined. They 
become better readers as they meet n~ ideas and new 
voca"Dulary, explore different kinds of books, and learn 
that readine; is both pleasant and profitable. 
Smiley !/ sucgests the popularity of the free~readi~ :procram in 
the modern school: 
More and more, secondary schools are turninc from a litera-
ture procram of prescribed readine; to one of free or inde-
pendent readinc. You cannot expect all forty different 
individuals in one class to enjoy and benefit from 1 Treasure 
Island, 1 1 Macbeth, 1 or any other book that was ever written. 
Under a free-readinc pro~ram, however, children select their 
own books and read durine; class periods, with the teacher 
servin& as adviser and consultant. 
The Commission for the National Council of Teachers of English!/ 
states that readiDC to gain enJoyment should be ~ivan priority over 
readinc to £&in skills ; 
Instructiou in rea.di~ skills should be instrumental and 
therefore sUbordinate to the process of readinc for enjoy~ 
ment and information. It may be systematic, direct in" 
struction, but it should not dominate the procraa in readinc. 
1. :Jliza'Deth H. Harris, 11Help1~ the Slow Readers," Journal of the 
National Association (BoTember, 1944) Vol. 33, p. 187. 
2. Guy L. :Bond and :Bertha Bandlan, Ada•ti~ Instruction in Readiy to 
lDdividual Differences, University 01nnesota Press, Minnea~olis, 1948' ,. 62. ,. 
3. J~• Smiley, 1 C..hildren'e Inte~eata and a Ji'ree Readimc Procraa," 
Encliah Jourual (BoTember, 1952}, Vol. 41, P• 480. 
4. National Council of Teachers of Enclish, Op. Cit., :p. 195. 
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DEFINITION 0~ TERMS 
Free-readipg, in this ~roject, means o~portunity for students to 
read duri-c one Eaclish period a week any book they wished to select 
from a classroom library or to provide for themselves. The selection 
in the classroom library was extensive and based on tlle 1Jt.div1dual in-
terests of the class members. No reports, written or or.al, were re-
quired. The students• only reaponsibilities were: to read for pleasure, 
to keep an individual record sheet, listinc author and title of books 
read completely or Jartially, and t o evaluate each one accordinc to 
a simple code. 
ReadiD£ 1 as used in this study, acrees with the definition in the 
Bulletin of the National Conference on Research in Enclishll ••• 
those complex processes involved in the iaterpretation of 
the printed :pa.ce and in the effective use of books. Readinc 
includes not only the ability to pronounce the words of a 
passa.ce and to reproduce the ideas ~resented but also the 
ability to crasp the full import of the ideas after reflec-
tion, consideration of their worth, and clarification of 
their meanincs. 
i retarded reader aeans any student whose readi~ achievement is 
at least one year below hie meatal age. 
Readipc interest aeans the area or content within which t he 
student desires to read. The amount of iaterest will determine how muea 
readi~ is done within the chosen field and the intensity with whiCh the 
individual works at his readi~ when provided wita appro~riate materials. 
It is not taste, which determinesthe quality of the material read within 
a field o.f interest. 
1. Gertrude Whipple, Readig in the Intermediate Grades, Research 
Bulletin of National Conference OB Research in Encliah, No. 9, 
Scott Foresman COMpany, Chicaco, Illinois, 1941, ~· 8. 
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The experimental group, iD this study, refers to 44 atudente 
arbitrarily placed in two tent~~de General Enclish classes who were 
civen the free-readiJ11 procram. 
The control group refers to 27 students ar'Ditrarily placed in one 
tenth-crade General Enclish clasa who were not civen the free-~eadinc 
pro.tram. 
In the Fr.amin&bam Hi&h School there are only two curricula: 
Colle&e and General. Because of schedulin& thoae atudents electine 
Commercial subJects, Household Arts, or Shop fall, in general, into 
separate EDglish divisions; therefore, those in the Commercial division 
tend to be h~er in ability than those in the Shop or Household Arts 
divisions. T.be two groups involved in this study and under the 
instructioa of the sase teacher, the writer, were of aver.ace ability aa 
compared to the other divisions existinc ia the tenth-crade. 
15 
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CH1PTER II 
REVIEW OF RES:DRCH 
In prqara tion for this experiment the writer ~~a.de a study c4 
research for three purposes: first, to investi~te the general studies 
of children's reading interests as an aid ill discovering possible 
interests in her own classes and iD choos1~ readiDc materials for the 
free-readin& procr,am; second, to discover the characteristics of an 
effective free-readi~ ~rogram 1D order to prepare the way for develop-
inc a similar procedure; third, to investigate the decree of success 
attained by other expertmenters as an aid in evaluati~ the writer's 
program. 
CHILDREN'S INTERESTS AND BEADING 
Authorities seem to acree that interest is one of the strongest 
motivatinc elements in reading. Few adults read what does not interest 
them; students are no different in their readinc habits. Coaversely, as 
De:Boer !/ sugg•ats, many boys and cirls are capable of readinc materials 
beyond their normal comprehension level if the .aterials deal with sUb-
jects highly charged with interest for them. For example, a slow fifth 
grade reader may be able to read w1 th understandin& a sport a story in 
the daily newspaper if he is an ardent baseball fu. 
1. John J. De:Boer, Walter V. Kaulfers, and Helen R. Miller, 
Op. Cit., ~· 167. 
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Many years earlier Gr.ay lf bad written tbat interest is more 
important in Jupil development than skills: 
It is an blterestinc fact tbat many teachers and 
supervisors think at first that the chief aim of 
improvin& reading is to increase the achievement of 
pupils in tests of speed and comprehension. Valuable 
aa cood habits of silent reading are, the major aims 
to be achieved are enriched experiences and wholesome 
interests acquired through wide readi~ in each school 
subject or activity. 
Betts ~/ supported the belief that interest is of consequence: 
~ppeal to pupil interest is not an idle comment. Before 
remedial procedures based on learner interests can 
become a reality, it is necessar,y to arrive at the 
peculiar interests and aptitudes of the children. 
In Betts• experiment auccess bas \een achieved in part by becinniac 
with interests in individual arts, music, science, or social science 
activities. 
Norvell!/, a recent investtcator in tbe area of readinc interests 
of children, assumi~ the dominance of the interest factors, believes 
a love of cood readiDg might be attained through providi~ children 
with an ample supply of literary selections which stand where the lines 
of student popularity and critical approval converce. 
~lthougb it is impossible to summarize completely the investi-
cations on children's interestst the writer bas observed that a creat 
1. William s. Gray, iA Study of Ways and Means of Reorsanizing and 
Improvtn& Instruction in Reading,• Journal of Educational ResearCh 
(March, 1927) Vol. 15, p. 166. 
2. Emmett A. Betts, Op. Cit., J• 109 • 
3. George w. Norvell, The Reading Interests of YoU!!£ People, D. c. Heath 
Compa~, Boston, 1950, p. 3. 
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Dl1Dlber of the conclusions acree as far as the importance of primary 
iaterest areas are concerned. 
:Bond and :Bond];,/ issue a warning that althouch auch systematic 
research bas been done oa interests the results auat be iaterpreted with 
cautton. Several limitations iavolved are: ~ils tend to remember 
the title• of the eetter books read, they are motivated too stroncly by 
a re&ard for their own personal worth, thereby givi~ favorable 1m-
pressions of themselves in interest inventories; and it is easier to 
remember the unique thaa tbe commonplace. 
After reviewtag several studies of reading interests, Jordan ~/ 
stated in 1935 that only slicht changes ia iaterests aad occurred ia 
\ooks read during the fifteen :previous years. 
:Symes £/ ta 1936, havinc invest~ted thro~ a questionnaire 
1,980 incomtnc freshmen at the University of Wisconsin, found one third 
of the books reported were either :popular fiction or detective stories. 
In 1935--1936 the New YorkAssociatioa of Teachers of Enclish 
made a survey of the leisure readim& of thousands of boys and cirls. 
Center and Persons !/ cave as :part of the conclusions of the survey 
1. Guy L. :Bond, Op. Cit., PP• 132•133. 
2. Arthur M. Jordan, MReading Interests," Proceeding! of tA8 National 
Education Association, Vol. 73, National Education Assoctation, 
Washineton, 1935, pp. 342-345. 
3. Bnth :Symes and v. A. C. Henmon, 1 Beadinc Iaterests of High SChool 
Seniors," Enclish Journal (January, 1936) Vol. 25, :p~. 61-64. 
4. Stella s. Canter and Gladys L. Persons, 8The Leisure Reading of New 
York City Hip School Students, 11 btjlish Joumal (November, 1936) 
Vol. 25, ~)· 717-726. 
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that three fourths of the reading done by high school boys and 
girls is fiction, much of it light fiction. In the remaining one 
fourth of the reading there was little to develop j~ent, dis-
crimination, and the critical faculty. 
In Ia Brant's 1/ three-year study, she found that although · 
approximately 75 per cent of the reading during the tenth grade was 
fiction, this type occupied less than half that importance in the 
reading program of the twelfth year. On the other hand, notable in-
creases were made in drama (from 6.8 to 24.0 per cent), in social 
studies reading~rom 2.0 to 10.3 per cent), in essays (from 3.7 to 
7.2 per cent), and in p:atry (from 4.3 to 12.0 per cent). This same 
study showed an increasing interest in American writers. The modern 
writer was increasingly preferred. There was also a ~rowing interest 
in the modern scene. The most significant sex difference noted here 
remained the tendency of the ~irls to read more than twice as much 
as did the boys. 
Strang~/ in a later study usi~ indirect questions to deter-
mine students• interests found that some of the titles used to answer 
the questions followed students• expressed interests in adventure, 
romance, and myster.y. Other titles showed interests in social pro-
blems, advantages for youth in future years, current events, music, 
1. Lou La Brant, An Evaluation of the Free Reading in Grades 10, 11, 
and 12, Ohio State University Studies, Contributions in Educa.tion, 
No. 2, The Ohio State University Press, Columbus, Ohio, 1936, p. 21. 
2. Ruth Strang, "Readin& Interests, 194611 , Ene;lish Journal (November, 
1946) Vol. 35, pp. 477-482. 
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theater, and literature. By far the larcest number of titles clearly 
indicated an interest in themselves and their immediate ~roilems. In 
addition to an extensive readiBC interest in current adult fiction, the 
other most outstand.mc feature of teen-ace readinc was the wide l"a.DCe 
ia interest retresented. This diversity is, of course, characteristic 
of the adolescent period. 
Norvell !1, oae of the latest authorities on children's readim& 
interests, a~ees with Strall8 that yol1J1C ~eople indicate a strong 
interest in themselves and their immediate problems. Norvell lists as 
special factors which arouse 'boys' interests in readinc materials: 
adventure (outdoor, war~ scoutinc), outdoor ~es, school life, .ystery 
(activities of detectives), obvious humor, animals, patriotisa, male 
rather than female characters. He lists as special factors which 
arouse cirls' interest in readinc materials: adventure without grim-
ness (mil~ outdoor adventure, camas, school life, detective and other 
mysteries), humor, an~l1, patriotism, love, other sentiments, home 
and family life, male and female characters. 
Norvell's study also found that while boys will aot tolerate 
booka ~riarily about women, cirls in the 11aia read books a'bout 
men with satisfaction. Girls like poetry decidedly better than 
do boys; cirls' tastes in poetry are more literary than boys' 
tastes. 
1. Georce w. Norvell, Op. Cit., PP• 6-84. 
Aaatora !/ ia review!~ the research on readia& interests stated 
that Jordan, Johnson, LeoDard, :Bius, Terman and Lima, Witty and Lebllla.n, 
Schlacel and Zella all acree wita ker findincs that adventure leads 
all other interests for \oys of Junior hich school. Girls are more 
interested in fiction. 
Althouch there is little statistical evidence yet available, 
librarians and teachers realize tmt science-fiction baa become very 
popular, especially amonc boys. 
Jenkinson ~/ says tbat aince the atoa bomb was dropped on 
Hiroshi.a the number of science-fiction macasines has doUbled, tri~led, 
and doubled. ap.in. 
Derleta ~/ credits the interest in science-fiction as keepinc 
step w1 th technolocical Jtrocress. He mentions Roy Bradbury and Van 
Voct as two of the most popular science-fiction writers of the last 
decade. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A F.REE-F~DING PROGBAM 
In studying successful free-reading procr,ams, the writer found 
the following significant cha~cteristics which she attempted to 
duplicate in her own procram. 
. 
1. s. M. Amatora and s. M. Edith,ICbildren 1s interest in Jree 
~eadiac,• School and Society, (•arch, 1951) Vol. 73, 
PP• 134-137. 
2. Karl Jenkinson, "Science Fiction in Rich Schools,N Wilso• 
Library Bulletin, (October, 1951) Vol. 26, PP• 158-159. 
3. Aucust Derleth, "Contemporary Science Fiction," Colle£e Jnilish 
(January, 1952) Vol. 13, PP• 187-194. 
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Av.ailability of Materials 
Many of the authorities propose that children's reading will 
increase to the extent that materials are made easily accessible. 
Cutri~ht and :Brueckner !./ i:n Minneapolis found, all other 
things being eqml, availability of books, as measured by distance 
of a school from a libr.ary is a vital factor in promoting readin& 
i:nterests. 
Gray E./, several years later, emphasized the importance of 
making books available to students. 
School and classroom libr.aries are of primary 
importance in initiating and establishing satis-
factory reading attitudes and habits. The need 
for an adequate supply of available readinc 
material cannot be overemphasized in view of the 
broader purpose that the curriculum must now serve. 
Smith§./ wrote in the Forty-Seventh Yearbook tlat schools 
are now making books easily accessible to students: 
More and more schools are developing classroom 
libraries fed by the central school library with 
books and reference tools charged out for periods 
from a few days to a whole semester in length. 
The immediate accessibility of books is of primary 
importance in reading guidance. 
Giddings!/, describing a reading program in Lassen Union 
High School at Susanville, California, mentioned availability: 
l• Prudence Cutright and Leo J. Brueclaler, 11A Measurement of the Effect 
of the Teaching of Recreation Reading, 11 Elementary School Journal 
(October, 1928) Vol. 29, pp. 132-137. 
:2. National Society for tbe Study of Education, Reading in the Hiih 
School and Colle,e, Op. Cit., p. 190. 
:3. ~· 1 P• 190. 
4. Naomi Giddings, "Cl!aance to Read, n California Journal of Secondary 
_ Education ~~11 1949 Vol. 24,_p. 204. 
One dAy 1». each week is set aside as a •tree rea.di:DC 
day,• a time to be anticipated and to be used to the 
createst advantage. There ia a crowinc classroom 
shelf of 25 ceat editions aad a selected croup of 
school library books are available iJ1 the classroom 
on read~ day. 
' 
More recently Smiley!/ adds: 
The first coal of a free rea.di.Di; procram is to make 
children habitual, voluntary readers. In order to 
accompliah this two th~s are necessary: (1) to 
arouse their interest in books and (2) to provide 
books and other materials which will hold their 
interest. 
Opportunity to Read 
There i s evidence in the research to indicate that opport unity 
should be civen the child to read durin& the class periods. 
Barris ~ believed ••• 
that with some retarded readers the problem is so com-
plex tbat the help of a hichly t rained expert is 
necessary. Many more children fail to read well 
because they do little or no readi Da• 
Miller ~/ gave a reasonable arcument for devotiJl€ class time 
t o readi~~g: 
There are so many advantB4:es in reading durinc the class 
hours in class. Students are pressed for tU.e to read. 
Devotin& the class hours to reading says in action 
that readiDa ia worth valuable time. The teacher can 
see that everybody bas a book. The student• see each 
other in the actual Jrocess of readi~. ReadiDa then 
is not aomethiDC people Just talk about; people really 
do read. 
1. Jerome Smiley, Op. Ci t., P• 480. 
2. Blizabeth H. Barris, Op. Cit. 
3. Helen R. Mi ller, "Freedom for Free Readin&," Journal of Education, 
(Noveaber, 1949) Vol. 132, JJ• 218-220. 
Climate 
De :Boer !/ makes a similar recoll!Belldation when he writes: 
Most important of all, there must be frequent opportunity 
for ever,vbody to read silently in class, perhaps as often 
as a whole period or more ever,y week, while the teacher 
quietly discusses books and readiDg with individual students. 
Just as a friendly relaxed climate is conducive to learnin&, 
such an atmosphere is recommended for the free-readinc proc~. 
LeoDa.rd Y wrote in the Twenty-Fourth Yearbook: 
Literature is most appreciated and makes its best colltri• 
bution when it is approaChed in a recreational mood of 
curiosity and not ill the way of study &Dd work. 
Much more recently the National Society for the Study of 
Education A/ reemphasizes its previous statement: 
The first prerequisite for developinc a babit of readinc 
is that youn& people should have a cood tiae ill the pro-
cess. Sheer fun is still a worthy object of readin& as 
it bas been through the 8€es. The library shelves should 
abound in books of humor, animal stories, interesting 
narratives of youthful escapades, and adventurous thrillers 
which aim only to cive delight and entertainment. 
Miller i/ presents an illteresting viewpoint on book discussion: 
The students should be the ones to decide whether they 
ant to hear each other tell about what they have read. 
The chances are they would ra ther spend the time readin&. 
They often do not want to broadcast in the cold licht of 
the classroom what they like best. They should have the 
freedom to do their own thinkin,; and dreaminc. 
1. John J. De Boer, Walter B. Xaulfers, and Helen R. Miller, Op. Cit., 
p. 184. 
2. National Society for the Study of Education, Report of the Nationa~ 
Committee on Readig, Twenty-Fourth Yearbook, Part I, Public 
School PUblish~ Co., Illinois, 1924, p. 143. 
3. Bational Society for the Study of Education, ReadiD£ in the Rich 
School and College, Op. Cit., P• 184. 
4. Helen R. Miller, Op. Cit., p. 220. 
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talk: 
De :Boer 1/ believes an opportunity should be given for book 
The classroom climate should be conducive to :Pleasurable 
reading. The relaxed atmosphere and the opport·unity to 
exchange book experiences are essential factors ia the 
encoura~eJaent of voluntary rea.din~. 
The National Council of Teachers of English~/ believes that 
the teacher ttrmst provide happy 1 illumim.ti:D& experiences in readiDg 
literature as cultivated adults read it during leisure time." 
Variety 
AlthoU&h motivation is a factor involved, :Bond and :Bond ~/ 
SU&gest that variet,y is a desirable characteristic to be followed in 
classroom :Procedure: 
One of the most serious deterrents to tae development of 
self-reliance in reading is the day-by-day textbook assicn• 
ment which is so preTalent in the hi&h school. 
Lou Ia :Brant !/ has written a recent warninc which emphasizes 
the importance of variety: 
Whatever we work out with our pupils, it ia evident that 
there l'JlUBt be place, even within a given class, for 
variety ••• If the procraa must be varied, the teacher 
must always think in terms of two quas tiona : what is 
the ~asent development of this student, and what are 
his possible lines of development? • • • When we are 
faced with the ~reat ranee of abilities and interests 
1. John J. DeBoer, Walter v. Kaulfers, and Helen R. Miller, Op. Cit. 
2. National Council of Teachers of English, Op. Cit., p. 205. 
3. Guy L. :Sopd and Eva Bond, Op. Cit., Jl• 205. 
4. Lou Ia Brant, We Teach English, Op. Cit., JIP• 236-243. 
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and backgrounds of our students, the answer lll'Ust be 
found in BOlle kind of real readi~ prottram and not ill 
makeshifts which will allow us to seem to preserve the 
old without actually doiDC so. 
Extensive material and Motivation 
Concerning these important characteristics Durrell 1/ wrote: 
Of course the most natur.al method of increasin& the 
silent readiDC rate involved much well motivated 
independent practice. If a child eDJo7s reading 
fiction and is eacer to study the plot and discover 
the end of the story, he will usually increase his 
rate as rapidly as he crows in skill. No artificial 
exerciaea can serve as a sUbstitute for this extensive 
reading and it should receive a more prominent place 
in the readiDC prO«ram. · 
ixtensive independent readi~ by a child is valuable 
tra.i:a.i.Dg for imJroveraent of readinc. It aloae 1e D.ot 
adequate, however, for children with aevere learniDC 
difficulties; such children need guidance, 1• overcoming 
faulty ba.bits and establishing vocabulary maatery and 
other readin« skills. :But rapid learners and superior 
readers undoUbtedly cain more from extensive individual 
readin.: than from instruction which is perhaps beneath 
their present attainments. 
The most recent expressioD. of the Natioaal Council of Teachers 
of English~/ also stresses extensive readine: 
Sharinc of readinc experiences and interpretation of 
readin~ materials in class should be more frequently 
based on diversified individual reading selections 
than upon the reading of a sincle selection by the 
entire class. 
Testing 
Testing would seem to be a necessary diacnostic procedure for 
develo~img a free-reading ~rQiram. 
1. Donald Durrell, Op. Cit., ~· 160 and~· 75. 
2. National Council of Teachers of English, op. Cit., P• 195. 
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According to Bond and Bond !/: 
Fortified by a kaowled&e of abilities and achievement 
of the individual with whom he was workiac (gained from 
standardized measures) a teacher would be more intellicent 
and constructive iD cuidiue his students than he could 
possibly be without such specific aad accur.ate 
appraisals. 
Durrell~/, too, recommends the use of staadard testa: 
The c0111moaly used standard test is of value for 
certain purposes, such as to discover the range of 
read1D& ability iD a class or school, to determine 
the range of achievement in certain phases of readiq -
for example, word recocnitioa or comprekeDsion -
and to measure the amount of gain resulting from 
instructioa. 
Guidaace 
Because the basic coal of teachers and teaching in our democrs.cy 
is to encourage students in the pursuit for the best life possible, 
guidance is an integral part of the free-read inc :program. 
For e:mmple, Bond and Handlan ~/ stated: 
I A recreational, free reading procram is most successful, pa~doxically enough, when it is well cuided by the teacher. Ultimately the actual selection of a book must 
be made by the pupil. The teacher, however, should assume 
the responsibility for helping prov ide a wide selection 
of books, for steering a pupil toward a book that will be 
neither too hard nor too immature for him, and f'or b.elJting 
children set up standards of their own for choosing sc.e-
thiDg to read. 
1. Gay L. Bond and Eva Bond, Op. Cit., P• 219. 
2. Donald D. Durrell, Qa. Cit., P• 18. 
3. Guy L. Bond and Bertha Ha.ndlan, Op. Cit. 
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·La l3l'allt !/ defines pidance and continues to make some 
~r.actical sugcestions: 
Guidance is the cradual buildiDg up within the student 
of sufficieD.t understandinc to enable him to make his 
own decisions. • • To make •ue&eations some knowled&e is 
needed of the boys' physi~l .aturity, social ex,eriences, 
prejudices, temper.ament, school activities, time for 
quiet readme, aensit1Tity, and ceneral readinc rate and 
comprehension. •. • There is need for coastant experience 
with aamplinc. Every student has a richt to open shelves 
aad to time for dip~inc into a book sufficiently far to tell 
somethi~ about its scene, difficulty and style ••• Always 
there should be, in the class, time for converea tioa which 
brin&S iato consciousness of the yoUDgsters the Jl9mea of 
authors ud titles of books. Tll.ere is nothi-c equal to 
cood book talk when it comes to the art of book selection ••• 
In class, therefore, there must be a place for discussio• aad 
study of selection, aad for ex,erience in selecti~. Aida 
in selection are recomaeadations of friends, teachers, and 
librarians, s~cestions of one's fami~, lists, names of 
familiar writers and reviews. 
Miller Y adds tbat students must make their own fiDal de-
cisions aad that they should be encouraged to read the books that 
cive them wbat they want. The students are the only onea who can know 
what that is. The author believes that it is unnecessary to finish 
a book just because it has been atar t ed. ~ny books should be read 
in a •here and taere• manner. 
la :Brant !/ preacribes a Pl'OC1'8JI hich provides act ollly for 
croup pidance but also includes tille for the iDdividual confereace. 
She believes that conferences are the means by which the teacher 
1. Lou Ia. :Brant, We Teach Ey:lish, Op. Cit., PP• 242-248. 
2. Helen R. Killer, Op. Cit., P• 219. 
3. Lou Ia :Brant, We Teach :English, Op. Cit., PP• 246-250. 
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demoustrates thro~h his own comments and his questions that life 
and books are related, and that the aim of readinc is to add to the 
reader's e%Jerience. 
COMPARA.BI& EXPERIMENTS 
The writer inveat~ted earlier experiments baaed on extenai•e 
or free-readiQC to aid i:D. evaluation the results of the present 
experiment. 
jmon• the most extensive experiments on free-readi~ was that 
of La Bra.nt l/ at the Ohio State University School. The study was 
based on the recorded readinc of one class, ave rae!~ 57 in number 
over a three-year period iJl Grades 10, 11, and 12. The readi~ pro-
cram was diversified with no uniform assignments, but class discussion 
was built around individual reading. A wide muge of abilities and 
interests was included in the class. The reading scores on the ~ 
Silent Readipc Test showed a median score of 118, about eleventh cr,ade 
ability, at the be~inning of the experiment. 
In the read~ :.rocra.m teacller direction was evident, although 
the instructor hoped tbat cuidanee was :D.ot doaiJil.tion. As no book 
lists were supJlied, pupils were permitted to e:amine and sample any 
books before decidi~ to clleck them out for readiDg. In addition the 
students were also permitted to decide whether a book should be fin-
ished. The students made their own records but were not required to 
write any reports. 
1. Lou ,La Brant, .lJl Evalmtioa of the Free Readipc in Grades 10, 11, 
and 12, Op. CJ, t., :.P• 1-80. 
Any reports were informal either in class discussion or in 
coaference with the teacher. Not all books were reported on erally 
in any manner, for the teacher and the pupil in conference frequently 
acreed to disreprd certain readia&s and talk a:t lencth about otaers. 
Includin~ 1947 different titles, a total of 3974 readi~s of 
entire volumes was recorded. Roughly speakin~, tke avera~e record 
per pupil was 70 books over the period of three school years. 
The findi~s of this study are numerous, but the data seemecl 
to the author si~ificant in that they indicated, not preferences, 
but decreasi~• . perseverl.Dc, or growi~ interests. The increase 
of lloa-:aarrative ferms indicated that facility with a variety of forms 
was developed to a higher de~ree in tke free-reading program than in 
a prescribed course. The expandin~ interest in such arts as d~ 
and poetry, and ~rowing emphasis on materials dealin~ with social 
problems showed growth in variety. The consistently growiD« atten-
tion shown by these 57 adolescents to serious reading suggested that 
a dynamic school program, operati~ throuch a free-readi~ experience, 
may produce thinking markedly in advance of tile passive acceptance 
characteristic of many adolescents. 
In the junior and senior high schools in Necaunee, Michi~n, !/ 
a school-wide experiment in the use of books was conducted. All de-
partments of the school cooperated. In order that the students be 
given complete freedom of choice ill what they read, many types of 
1. Ruth Schoonover, 1 The Nepunee Readi~ Experiment, 11 Enclish Journal, 
(September, 1937) Vol. 26, pp. 527-535. 
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readi~ materials were nade accessible. As a result of the encourage-
ment to read anythin~ at all, Just so they read, every student showed 
a marked increase iJL the number of books read voluntarily duri~ the 
period of a schoel year, and for some students the iJLcrease was re-
markable. 
The Nepunee experiment supported the belief tbat students will 
read widely and abundantly when they are encouraced to do so, wh.e• 
materials of tkeir owa ch.oosi~ are plentiful and easily accessible, 
and wheJL an opportunity is provided for them to discuss their readinc 
iaterests and to keep account of their readinc ,rowth. 
In 1938 HaJLcock 1/ reported on a substantial experiment in 
lar,e ,roup i•structio• based on a lecture-library experiment ia 
readi~. Four lecturers pve seven lectures to 650 tenth crade pupils. 
Followi~ the lecture the pupils reportet in ,roups of 65 to a recular 
Enclish teacher in one of two libraries to read the type of book tkey 
bad heard discussed by the lecturer. Tkus an inetructio~l pro,ram 
was combined with a free-read~ pre,r&m, with. the emphasis on free 
The results ef the experiment showed. tl:a t pupils who bad had 
. . -
the lecture library course read on the avera~e almost half a&ain as 
- -~--- . -.:..- -- - . - --· .... - - ------ -------- ·--
many pQ_Q~ as those wh~_ ~d not ]lad ~he __ course. The aumber of those 
---- -····-··- - -- --- - - -- . --------
readi~ a lar~e number of books wa~ appreciably i~crease4. Tae number 
- -- - .. ·------- ---
·-- -- - ----
---
readi~ no books or a small number was strikingly decreased. 
1. A. S. Hancock, "large-Group I:Rstruction: .A. Lecture-Library Experi-
ment in Readin,, 11 School Review (November, 1938) Vol.46, pp.694-700. 
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Altbouch fictioa remained the favorite type of readinc, by a 
ratio of two to one 1 there was a creat percentace of increase in the 
readiDC of JOetry aDd noa-fiction Jrose and a sur,risingly lar~e 
percenta~e of increase in the readinc of drama. From 79 to 90 per cent 
preferred the lecture-librar;y method to the recular claearoora method. 
Broenizac !/ reported a free-readi~ e;x:,er:lmezat with low ability 
ninth grade croups in Lincoln Hich School, Cleveland, Ohio. The re-
sults of the semester's careful study ahowed beyond aDy doubt that the 
procram followed ia the free-readim& e;x:,erillezatal classes ,roduced 
better results than were obtained from the control classes followinc 
the preacri'bed readiDC. 
Ia Grade 9B over a ten-week Jeriod there was a gain of 2.9 
ia the aediu readi~ crade ill the experimental cro~; 0.9 in the 
cont rol craup. Ia the median readiDC ace there •s a pia of 2.6 ill 
the experimental group; 1.1 in the coatrol group. 
In Grade 91 there was a ,ain of 4.2 to the median readi~ crade 
in the experillental grouJ; 0.4 ia the control croup. In the median 
reading ace there was a pin of 2.4 ia the experimental group; 0.5 ia 
the coatrol croup. The tests used to measure these eains were the 
Thorndike-KcCall Readi.n& Test, Fol"'l 9, alld the Thorndike-McCall Readiy 
1!!!1 Form 3. 
Norvell ~/ uaimc the Tlaorndike-McC&ll Readizag Scale Jlus the 
1. jngela M. BroeniB&, Conducting Experiences in !Deliah, Jnclish Mono-
graph, No. 8 of the National Council of Teachers of Enclish, New 
York, Appletoa-Centur;y-crofts-Inc., 1939, JJ• 54-60. 
2. Georce w. Norvell, 1 Wide !Ddividual Readinc Compared with tae 
Traditional Plan of Studyin& Literature,• Sch9ol Review 
(October, 1941) Vol. 49, JJ• 603-613. 
Recents• ezaminations in an exper~ent with 466 students in 24 paired 
classes noted sizable iaims in compari-c wide individual readinc with 
the traditional plan of study inc literature. Norvell concluded tlia. t 
the experimeatal procedure featuring wide rea.dinc ia superior to 
the control usi~~& the tmdi tio:aal procedure in teacl:Li:a,; literature 
in hi&h school to croups of unselected pupils and to croups of 
superior pupils, and is equal to or slightly superior in teachinc 
literature to ,roups of weak pupils. :Both superior and weak :.upils 
preferred the e:xperimenta.l procedure and informal class discussion as 
a class technique. The teachers a&reed that th.e experimental procedure 
was superior to the traditioDal method and as easy to carr,y out. 
Kurilecs !/ measured sUbjectively the cains on the weekly free-
readin& period which she conducted in her eichta...gra.de class. The 
habitual readers bep.n readillc more than ever, and the non-readers be-
came readers. Other teachers in tke school adopted the pla• until 
eleven classes were on the librarian's free-readin& period schedule. 
A number of the children in this e~eriment accepted the 
possibility of readinc in a particular area of interest, which cave 
the librarian opportunity for individual conferences to s~est titles. 
Under the stimulus of this readi~ procram, same groups devel-
oped homeroom libraries. :Besides these tancible evidences of in-
creased reading interest, there was a cratifyinc enthusiasm about 
readiDC, an e&fi:er readineu to devote hours to talking about books, 
1. Margaret Kurilecz, 1 Free Readi-.; Period, Park School Librar,y," 
Clearin£ House (February, 1950) Vol. 24, PP• 362-364. 
and the kind of casual, matter-of-fact allusion to books in ~eneral 
discussion that indicated an easy acceptance of them. 
There is evidence, then, to · support the writer's assumption 
that the free-readin~ pro~ram bas merit. 
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CRA.PTER I II 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIME1TT 
The purpose of this study was the development and evaluation 
of a twenty-five week free-readiag program in Grade Ten. In order to 
accomplish this purpose, the writer needed first, to decide which of 
her English classes would serve as experimental and control groups; 
second, to assemble readi~ materials to meet imdividual interests and 
reading abilities; third, to organize a week~ period for free-read~; 
and finally, to select suitable tests and createsubjective measures of 
the success of the pro~ram. 
Selection of the Groups 
In this exper~ent three General E~lish classes in Grade Ten, 
assi~ned to the writer, were used. The two classes formi~ the ex-
perimental j;roup totaled 44 students, and the one class formiJJ.C the 
control ~roup consisted of 27 students. Since the students in 
Fr.amingham High School elect either General or Colle~e E~lish, the 
ten divisions of General Tenth-Grade E~lish ran~e from superior to 
retarded ability. Because of scheduling, those students electi~ 
Commercial subjects, Household Arts, or Shop fall, in general, into 
separate ~lish divisions; therefore, those in the Commercial division 
tend to be higher in ability tban those in the Shop or Household Arts 
division. The three divisionsconsidered here were of averace ability 
as compared to the other seven divisions. 
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The mean ckronolo~ical ages for each of three croups were: 
(1) 15.3, (2) 15.5, and (3) 15.5; the mean readin~ crades were: 
(1) 8.45, (2) 8.30, and (3) 8.13. The mean I.Q.•s were (1) 98.5, 
(2) 99.0, and (3) 97.1. 
In both the experimental and control ~roups 100 per cent of 
the students came .from industrial backgrounds. 
In the experimental croups 58 per cent were employe4 after 
school, and in the control croups 78 per cent were employed after 
school. 
In t he experimental ~oup 44 per cent came from homes where 
forei~ lan~~es were spoken, and in the coatrol ~roup 33 per cent. 
Because of the size of the population, it was not practicable 
to have statistically paired or matched ~roups. However, in usin& 
the three groups for experimental purposes, the writer assumed that 
in chronolocical ace, readiac ability, forei~n laDguage backcround, 
and after-school employment, the groups were as nearly alike as 
possible within sudk small •umbers. 
£ssemblin£ the Materials 
PreTious to the initial testi ng, the writer administered the 
Witty- Kopel Interest Inventory, studied the results, and borrowed 
books from the school library and the two town libraries to meet the 
indicated interests and readia~ level of the individuals in the two 
experimental croups. The Boston University Graded List was also used 
as a ~ide in select~ the books. ThroU&hout the twenty- five week 
period, the writer, by means of frequent informal conferences, 
I 
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discovered new or different interests and added to the materials. 
Approximately 150 different books were in tke classroom library dur-
i~ the twenty-five weekperiod. 
The writer provided reading materials for the experimental 
~roups only, because t:Be control ~roup was to ave no free-read~ 
prof;ram. The writer ta;~:at all three classes, the two experimental 
"roups and the control i'l'OllP, usi~ the same type of method a.Jld mater-
! ials in the ~lish instruction, with the exceptioB of the free-reading 
pro~ram. 
The classroom library was kept in a lar~e cupboard in the 
En~lish room and the si~-out cards were kept in the teacher's desk 
to whiCh the students had access. 
Conductinc the Experiment 
For twenty-five weeks tke En~lish period on Friday was allotted 
to free-readin~ in the experimental ~roups. On Friday the control 
&;roup colltinued the r~r literature and ~rammar pro~ra:m; in the I 
I 
experimental ~roup the period was devoted solely to readinc for 
pleasure. The writer :bad explained to tae students at the time of 
the preliminary testiDC tbat this was an experimental method to de-
termine whether or not their readi~ ability would improve. Although 
it was a bit difficult to convince them that there was no "catch", 
after several weeks the students realized that the readin~ was just 
for fun. The pupils were encoura.£ed to sit wherever they pleased 
in the classroom, to ask the advice of their classmates and teacher 
in selectiDC books, to skim books in the classroom library until they 
found one which truly a~pea.led to them, and then to read, read, read. 
Stress was placed constantly on findi~~& a book which each 
pupil could enjoy, for many of the students in the two experimental 
groups admitted they had never read a whole book because they bad 
never found a book they liked. The teacher came to realize tl:a t be-
fore any cuidance in selection was possible, eaCh student had to be 
conviBced that reading can be :pleasurable. As De Boer !/ says: •once 
the student bas discovered that 1booka can be fun,• it is often :possible 
to direct him to taose dealiag with otaer topics and so to assist h~ 
in developi~~& a balanced pattern for readiDg interests." 
The recular library •1cn-out cards were kept in the teacher's 
desk and each student siped out his on books. If he desired to read 
only duriDg the class :period he was not required to si~ for the book. 
No pre•sure •s put on the students to take books from the classroom; 
but if the.y desired, they were allowed to borrow the books with no time 
restrictions. Very few students had to be reminded to return borrowed 
books. 
Each Tbarsday the experimental classes were reminded of the 
free•readi~ day in the event they wished to brin£ a book to read which 
they bad selected :previously from tbe classroom supply or from some 
other source. The readi~ :pro~ram, then, was free beyond the limits of 
the classroom librar,r, for the students were allowed and enco~ced to 
select and :provide their own books for leisure readiac. 
1. John J. DeBoer, Walter F. laulfers and Helen R. Miller, Qp. Cit., 
:P• 184. 
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The writer recognized the importance of accessibility of books, 
for very few students, not more than three or four, provided their 
own books for the free-reading period. Hence, additions and changes 
were made frequently in the classroom library. 
A pupil was not required to finish reading a book; he could 
skim or "taste 11 as many as he desired with the hope he would eventually 
find a book he wanted to read in entirety. 
The only requirement was tl:Ja. t each keep a simple record of the 
books read, wholly or in part, with a four point scale to indicate 
his evaluation of the books completed. The teacher kept a similar 
individual record on a 5 x 8 card for each student. The pupils under-
stood that there were to be no rewards for the number of books on 
their lists, but that the purpose of the record was to aid the librarian 
and teacher in discover~ books most popular amon& students. 
The followi~ is a sample of the record kept by the teacher. 
Pupil' s Name 
Key: 
Doe John 
:v~JJ 
JJJ./ 
-f Completed 
READING RECORD 
Au thor of :Book 
1. Scholz 
2~ Forester 
3. Churchill 
4. Eadie 
Title of ok 
11 Filllback for Sale11f 
"Commodore Hornblower11f. 
1 T.me Gatherin& Storm" 0 
"I Like Diving" -f 
0 Not Completed 
J.JJ..fExcellent 
vJJGood 
vJ.Fair 
\/Poor 
(I 
I 
I 
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No writtea or oral reports were required, for the writer 
&f;reed with :Bond and Handlaa !/ 11 that the minute the children have to 
read a certain number of booka, the readi»c is no loDger free or 
recreational. If children have to make atcy" formal accoutiq of 
their readi»c, 1,a gread deal of the :pleasure tl:lat should be associated 
with booka is lost.• 
At various intervals, aometiaes at tlle beci~minc of the free-
readi-c period, aomet~es at the end, or evea ia the middle of tae 
period 1f tAe t.pulse or desire arose, the teacher and the whole class 
or small groupe indulced in informal book chats. Leading queations 
from the teacher such as: •Did. the tean-&eer b. ;your book aucceed ia 
solvi~ her Jroblemt 11 "Were you satisfied with the way the 'book ended?" 
11 Was the sport or adventure in your book worth-while or did the hero 
take a dan&erous risk just for the fun of it? 11 or "Did you filld out 
about &JaY new countries or Jlacea :1a your bookt 1 would result ia dis-
cussioa with a small ~oup ia one cor.aer or with the entire class. 
More frequently a student who really enjoyed a book wanted to talk it 
over with the people who sat near him or with the teacher. Occae iou.ll;y, 
too, the dilemma of a student who couldn't find a book but wished to 
read because everyone else waa doing it inspired the more avid 
.readers to 11ake s~estions which led into book talk. 
The pid&nce given in selection was act'OILll;yaf two types. In 
situa tioas where reading had Jt.ot yet become pleasurable to an individual, 
the teacher encouraced the students to make succestions to each other oa 
1. ~ L. Bond and Bertha Handlan, Qp. Cit., P• 63. 
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the basis of tneir own readinc experiences. In many cases, the 
children actually were better Jud&es than the teacher of wba.t their 
contemporaries would enjoy. 
However, i:f the student already enjoyed readi~ag or developed 
:pleasure in readin& during the experiment the teacher provided pid-
ance. As a result of the Witt7--Xopel Interest Inventorz !!, the 
frequent taformal conference, the weekly observations of the student's 
reading, and the lalowledce resul tiDe from daily contact, the teacher 
became increaaincly aware of each Child's needs, abilities, limitations, 
and ambitions. In attaekiDC a child's poor taste in readi114:, the teacher 
followed Bond and Randlan's £/ ~riDciple of substitutinc for his ~re-
sent choice somethi~ a little better, ~erhaps a little more mature, 
but somethii~~: fa:liy similar in content. For example, a cir:L who wac 
readinc widely in such teen~e books as "Star ~ngled SuMmer,n 
IIJ'rom This Day J'orward,n •senior Year, 11 •confusion by Cupidv• 11 Dream 
of Glory," "Don't Cry, Little Girl, 11 and 1 Joan Foster, Junior, 11 was 
very receptive to •claudia," "Rebecca," and 1 Bandom Harvest •. • The 
teacher's chance remark, 11 I bro114:ht this book in especially for you1 
work'd like a bit of macical sales~~~anship ia leading most children 
to at least try the book. 
A.s an example to the pupils that readinc for pleasure is worth-
while, the teacher bad orieinally planned to read for fun herself 
1. Paul Witty, William Brink and Iavid Kopel, Op. Cit., ~· 335-339. 
2. Gay L. Bond and Bertha Handlan,· Op. Cit., p:p. 63-64. 
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durin~ the student's free-readi~ period. However, the informal con-
ferences, the aid given in selection, and the individual readinc 
records kept her occupied duri~ the free-readinc periods. 
A visitor enterinc the ro011 duriDC the eXperiment would have 
witnessed a room busy with reading. The students entered the class-
room each Friday, and without any direction from the teacher the 
majority went to the book cupboard, selected a book, and went to a 
seat, usually not the recUl.ar assigned one, to read. A few remained 
at the cupboard discussi.Jl& and skimmin& books before rakine selections. 
Sever.al others chatted in one corner or signed out books at the 
teacher's desk. 
Coafusion and noise were at a minimum, for the minori.ty were 
usually considerate of the •Jority who were readinc. The quiet at-
mosphere surprised the teacher as she purposely took no disciplinary 
measures or made any suggestions concerninc behavior on the free-
read in& day. 
Prior to the final objective testinc, a portion of the Witty-
Kopel Interest Inventory!/ was readministered to aid the writer in 
Judeinc whether or not the interests of indi~idual students bad 
broadened or increased. 
A teacher-made questionnaire, included in the Appendix, was 
also given at the end of the exper~ent as a further aid in evaluatinc 
sUbjectively through student responses the success of the experiment. 
1. Paul Witty, Will~ Brink, and David Kopel, Op, Cit., PP• 335-339. 
-----
' 
The actual exper~ent, then appears to be siMple; it involved 
more, however, tban just putting the students to ree.d. Tbe writer has 
attempted to point out the principles on which the program was based 
and the characteristics with which it was executed. 
In BUlllrlBry, the pleasant informal atmosphere, the accessibility 
of books to meet interests and readiDC ability, and the availability 
of teacher guidance in selecti~ books characterized the progr-am. 
AdministeriA& the Testa 
On October 15, the Iowa Silent Reading Tests, Jdvanced Test: 
Fo~ ~ (Revised) !/ were administered to the control and e%pertmental 
&roups to obtain the readiJlc achievement of each pupil. In addition 
to yielding a total comprehension score, the rate of silent readinc, 
and the reading a&es, the tests yielded a raw score and percentile on 
paragraph meaning, word mea.ninc, paracraph organization, sentence mea.a-
in£, aDd location of infol'!D&tion. 
The second test to be ueed in measuri!J€ the results of tlle 
eXperiment, the National Achievement Vocabulary Tests, Form -J~ Y 
(Grades 7-12 inclusive) were administered to both the control and 
experimental groups on October 27. The tests cave a raw scol"e on 
word meanings and another on word discrimination. 
The third test, the Cooperative Litera~ Comprehension and 
Appreciation Tests, Provisional Fo~ T, AI was administered to both 
i. H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and V. H. Kelley, Qe• Cit. 
2. Robert K. Speer and Samuel Smith, Op. Cit. 
3. Wary Iillis and H. A. Domincovich, Op. Cit. 
the control and experimental groups on October 29. This test yielded 
a raw score, a scaled score, and a percentile. 
At the conclusion of the twenty-five week eX}teriment, Form A 
of the Iowa Silent Readipc Tests, !/ Form B of the National Achievement 
Voce.bula.ry Test, ~/ ud Form R of the Coopemtive Literary Comprehensioa 
and Appreciation Tests ~/ were admiaistered to both groups. 
In the following chapter the results of the tests were analyzed 
in detail. 
The Appendix includes the teacher-made questioanaire, the list 
of books in the classroo11 library, and the list of books meatioaed by 
the students on the titty-Xopel Interest Inventory. i/ 
1. H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorcensen, and V. H. Kelley, Op. Cit • 
. 2. Robert K. Speer and Samuel Smith, Op. Cit. 
3. Mary Willis and H. A. Domincovich, Op. Cit. 
4. Paul Witty, William :Brink, and ])t.vid Kopel, Op. Cit. PP• 335-339. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DA. T1 
The purpose of this study was to develop and evaluate a twenty-
five week free-reading procram in Grade Ten. 
At the beeinniJ34it of the experiment the writer decided which of 
her arbitrarily fomed Ge:aeral ~lish classes would serve as e:Qeri-
mental and control groups. Because of the small aU!Ibers it was not 
practicable to match the croups or equate them statistically. However, 
the writer did compare the groups on the basis of six factors; chroa-
ological ages, readilJ& grades, I.Q..•s, language spoken in the home, 
socio-economic baCkground, and after-school jobs. 
The data in this cbapter consists of three types: (1) the 
interest gains observed sUbjectively by the writer fr~ the responses 
on the initial and final forms of the Witty-Kopel Interest Inventory !/1 
(2) the cains interpreted statistically from the initial and final forms 
of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests£/, the CooJerative Literar,y Compre-
hension and Appreci ation Tests~( and the National Achievement Teats i/; 
1. Paul Witty, William :BriDle, and !avid Kopel, Op. Cit., PP• 335-339. 
2. H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and V. H. Kelley, Op. Ci\• 
3. Mary Willis and H. A. Domincovich, QR. Cit. 
4. Robert K. Speer and Samuel Smith, QD. Cit. 
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and (3) the .iD:formal Teacher-Pupil .Appraisal based on observations and 
the teacher-made questionnaire • 
.An investiptor often sets up an arbitrary standard of 
a ignifie&Bce on the basis of which he in terpes ts the data derived 
from an investigation. The writer baa selected the one per cent level of 
significance as the basis for interpreting the data obtained from this 
investigation. 
Garrett 1/ e~lAins the statistical technique as follows: 
+ 
We read that - 2.58 mark the points in the normal curve 
to the left and right of which lies 1~ of the eases. If a 
C.R. is 2.58 or more, therefore, aDd N•s are larce, we re-
Ject the null ~othesie with creat confidence as only once 
in 100 trials would a larcer difference arise from sa.mpling . 
errors, when the true difference is zero. 
The aDalysis of data bas been orpnized to show: 
1. The chronolocical aces of the groups at the becinniDC 
of the experiment. 
2. The readi~ grades of the groups as of October, 1953. 
3. The I.Q,. • s of the cro~s as of October, 1953. : .• 
--· 
4. The language spoken in the home. 
5. The socio-economic background. 
6. The after-school Jobs. 
7. The ga.'in in game interests made by the experimental and 
control ~roups during the period of experimentation. 
? 
s. The pin in collection interests made by the experimental and 
control croups durinc the period of experhnentation. 
1. Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, Longmans, 
Green, and Company, New York, 1949, p. 001. 
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9. The gain in club interests made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
10. The gain in type of book interests made by the experimental 
and control groups during the period of experimentation. 
11. The gain in newepaper interest• made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
12. The gain in magazine interests made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
13. The gain in occupational interests made by the experimental 
and control groups during the period of experimentation. 
14. The gain in school sUbject interests made by the experimental 
and control groups during the period of experimentation. 
15. The ~in in radio and television interests made by the 
experimental and control groups during the period of 
experimentation. 
16. The gain in movie interests made by the experimental and 
control groups duri~ the period of experimentati on. 
17. The gain in total reading ability made by the experimental 
and control groups during the period of experimentation. 
18. The gain in word meanin~ on the Iowa Silent Reading Tests 
made by the experimental and control ~roups during the period 
of experimentation. 
19. The ~ain in sentence meani~ l!f.l.de by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
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20. The gain in paragraph meaning made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
21. The gain in para"raph organization made by the experimental 
and control groups during the period of experimentation. 
22. The gain in location of information made by the experimental 
and control groups during the period of experimentation. 
23. The gain in readi~ rate made by the experimental and control 
groups durin~ the period of experimentation. 
24. The gain in comprehension and appreciation made on the 
Cooperative Literary Comprehension and Appreciation Tests 
during the period of experimentation. 
25. The gain in vocabulary on the National Vocabulary Tests made 
by the experimental and control "roups during the period of 
experimentation. 
26. The relationship between intelligence and gain in total com-
prehension scores in the experimental and control groups. 
27. The relationship between mental ages and gain in total com-
prehension scores in the experimental and control groups. 
28. The re~ tionship between reading E§:B.des and gains in total 
comprehension scores in the experimental and control groups. 
29. ~ne ~ains made in some knowledge, skills, and attitudes as 
judged by the pupils on a teacher-made questionnaire. 
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t MEAN CHRONOLOGICAL AGES IN YEARS JlJD MONTHS AS OF OCTOBER, 1953 
I 
Grou;p Mean Chronological Ace 
Ex)lerillental .A. 
Experimental B 
Coatrol 15-5 
The mean chronological a,;ee of Experimental Groups A and B 
and the Control Group were: 15-3, 15-5, and 15-5. Therefore, al-
tho~h the three &roups were not equated statistically, they were 
s:l.lllilar in chronolo&ical ace. 
T.ULE 2 
MEAN READING GRADES IN YEARS AS OJJ' OCTOBER, 1953 
Group Mean ReadiDg Grade 
Experimental A 8.45 
Experimental B 8.30 
Control 8.13 
The mean readiZJg grades of Experimental Groups A and B and tl\e 
Control Gro~ were: 8.45, 8.30, aDd 8.13. Although the . three croups 
were not equated statistically they were s~ilar in mean readinc crade. 
Each croup was retarded more than one year in readinc crade. 
-r= -
1 
II 
TABLE 3 
MEAN I. Q. 1 S AS OF OCTOBER, 1953 
..--
Group Mean I.Q. 
Experimental A 98.5 
Experimental :B 99.0 
Control 97.1 
The mean I.Q.•s of Experimental Groups A and Band the Control 
Group were: 98.5, 99.0, and 97.1. Although the three groups were not 
equated statistically, they did not differ markedly in mean I.Q. 
TA:BLE 4 
lANGUAGE SPOKEN IN THE HOME 
Group English Foreign Ls.nguage 
Experimental A 64% 36% 
Experimental :B 48% 5~ 
Control 67% ~ 
Sixty- four per cent of the pup i ls in Experimental Group A and 
forty-eight per cent of the pupils in Experimental Group :B reported 
that a forei~n lan~e was spoken in their homes. The percen~e re-
portin~ a foreign lan~e in the Control Group exceeded Experimental 
Group A by three per cent and Experimental Group B by nineteen per 
cent. 
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Group 
Experimental A 
Experimental E 
Control 
TABLE 5 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 
Industrial Background 
lOCJ% 
lOa% 
10~ 
One hundred per cent of the pupils in both Experimental Groups 
A and B and the Control Group came from industrial bac~rounds. If 
these percentages appear hi~h, it should be noted that all of these 
pupils were in General En~lish classes in an industrial community. 
TABLE 6 
AFTER SCHOOL JOBS 
Group After-School Jobs No After-School Jobs 
Experimental A 56% 44% 
Experimental B 60% 40% 
Control 78% 22% 
Fifty-six per cent of the pupils in Experimental Group A and 
sixty per cent in Exper~ental Group B were employed in after-school 
jobs. The percentage employed after sChool in the Control Group ex-
ceeded Experimental Group A by twenty-two per cent and Exper~ental 
Group E by eighteen per cent. 
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TABLE 7 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMEN'l:AL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FINAL GAME INTERESTS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Games Experimental Contr ol 
Oct. May Cha~es O~t. ~y Chan~es <t, ~ ~ ~· 
1. Baseball 45 61 +16 40 48 ... 8 
:I 
II 
2. Basketball 52 54 t 2 44 37 
- 7 
3. Football 29 15 ... 14 11 14 +3.. 
4. Ice Ska tin~ 27 27 0 51 48 - 3 
5. Tennis 27 50 -4-23 33 55 ~ 
Total i27 +23 
In the Experimental Groups the i:reatet~t positive cha.nges in 
game interests were: Baseball and Tennis. 
In the Control Group the ~reatest positive change was in 
Tennis. 
The changes apparent in ~e interests are, in all probability, 
influenced by the season, and not by readini:• 
Other games were indicated on the inventory, but not with 
suff i cient frequency to be important for comparison. 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS .A. .A.ND B .A.ND CONTROL GROUPS 
INITIAL AND FINAL COLLECTION INTERESTS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Collections Experimental Contr ol 
O~t • . ~y ·cbares O~t. ~y Cha.,~es 
1. Coins 2 15 +13 3 11 + 8 
2. Figurines 2 4 + 2 11 14 t 3 
3. Knick Knacks 4 20 -4-16 0 11 +11 
4. Movie Star Pictures 13 18 -+ 5 3 3 0 
5. Photo .A.l bums 4 8 ... 4 7 22 +15 
6. Souvenirs 2 18 +16 11 22 +11 
7. Stamps 8 20 +12 14 22 + 8 
Total +68 -+56 
In the Experimental Groups the ~reatest positive cba~es in 
collection interests were: Coins, Knick Knacks, SoUYenirs, and Stamps. , 
In the Control Group the greatest positive changes were : Kni ck 
Knacks, Photo .A.lbums, and Souvenirs. 
Reading may have influenced the greater increase in collecti~ 
interests in the Experimental Groups , but other contributing factors 1 
are too numerous to parmi t interpreting reading as a stro~ factor. 1J 
Other collections were indicated on the inventory, but not with I 
I 
sufficient frequency to be important for comparison. I 
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II TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A. AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FINAL CLUB INTERESTS 
WI'I':I'Y-KOPEL INTEREST IUVENTORY 
Clubs Experimental Control 
Oct. ~y ~ba~es ~,t. May Cbanc;es · ~ ' ~- . ~-
l. Charm ll 8 
- 3 18 ll - 7 
2. Church 
Organizations ,. 13 + 7 3 33 +30 0 
3. Dramatics 8 4 
- 4 40 7 -33 
4. Girl Scouts 6 8 + 2 14 11 
- 3 
5. Music 15 8 
- 7 3 3 0 
Total -5 -13 
In the Experimental Groups the greatest positive cha.nge in 
club interests was in Church Or~nizations. 
In the Control Group the ~reatest positive change was also in 
Church Organizations. 
It is not likely that reading influenced the increased interest 
in Church Organizations. The decrease in interests in school clubs 
such as Charm, Dramatics, and Music may be contingent on the fact 
that in October these sophomores entered the clubs for the first time 
II 
and by May may not have found them so rewarding as they bad anticipated. 
Other clubs were indicated on the inventory, but not with 
sufficient frequency to be important for comparison. 
II 
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TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FilUL TYPE OF BOOK INTERESTS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Types of Books Experimental Control 
Oct. 
,y Cba~es Oct. ~y Changes 
" 
,. 
" "'' 1. Adventure 38 54 +16 44 22 -22 2. Bio~raphy 15 11 
- 4 18 14 -4 
3. Detective 36 50 +14 25 22 ... 3 'I 
4. Drama 29 25 -4 37 11 -26 
5. Humor 34 45 +11 25 37 +12 
6. Music 8 6 
-2 7 11 .j. 4 
7. Reli~ion 13 15 + 2 11 18 + 7 
8. Romance 36 45 + 9 62 59 
- 3 
9. Science 13 13 0 11 7 -4 
10. Sports 31 27 
- 4 25 29 + 4 
11. Travel 15 11 -4 7 7 0 
Total .j.34 _,5 
In the Experimental Group the greatest positive changes in 
type of book interests were: Adventure, Detective, Humor a.nd Romance • 
In the Control Group the ~reatest positive changes in type of 
book interests were: Humor and Religion. 
It is possible that the greater gain in type of book interests 
shown in the Experimental Groups was influenced partly by the books of 
these types provided and read in the free-reading program. 
II 
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T.A.l3LE 11 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FINAL NEWSPAPER INTERESTS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Parts of the Newspape:r Experimental Control 
O,ct. ~y Cha~es .O~t. May Cba;ges ~ ~ 
1. Columnists' 
Articles 20 36 +16 7 14 + 7 
2. Comics 56 77 +21 70 55 -15 
3. Editorials 13 29 +16 14 14 0 
4. Local News J56 77 +21 85 74 -11 
5. Sports 56 54 ... 2 74 48 -26 
6. World. News 36 45 .. 9 37 33 -4 
Total .,.81 -49 
In the Experimental Groups the greatest positive changes i~ 
newspaper interests were: Columnists• Articles, Comics, Editorials, 
and Local News. 
In the Control Group the only positive cba~e in newspaper 
interests was in Columnists' Articles. 
It is possible that the Experimental Groups gained more in 
newspaper interests than the Control Group because they baddeveloped 
a greater interest in reading through their free-reading program. 
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TABLE 12 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROIJ GROUP 
INITI!L AND FINAL MAGAZINE INTERESTS 
WITTY- KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Ma~zines Experimental Control 
. Oct. ~ Cha~es O~t. May ~ tl; 
l. Colliers 25 38 +13 22 25 
2. Field and Stream 2 6 + 4 3 3 
3. Good House-KeeEiB~ 2 6 + 4 3 3 
4. Life 40 68 +28 59 40 
5. Movie 15 13 
- 2 11 22 
6. National Geo'raEhic 2 6 of-4 0 0 
7. Reader's Di,est 31 18 -13 ll 25 
8. SaturdaY Eveni!!6; 
Post 15 38 +23 29 14 
9. Seventeen 25 20 
- 5 37 40 
10. Sports 2 8 + 6 7 0 
11. Time 6 6 0 3 0 
Total +62 
Changes 
~· 
+-3 
0 
0 
-19 
+11 
0 
+14 
-15 
+ 3 
- 7 
... 3 
-13 
In the ExperUDental Groups the greatest positive cha~es in 
magazine interests were: Colliers, Life. and Saturday Evening Post. 
In the Control Group the greatest positive changes were: 
~and Reader's Digest. 
The greater ~in in ma~azine interests in the Exper~ental Groups 
may have been influenced by the free- readiDg program. 
Other mapzines were indicated on the inventory, but not with 
sufficient frequency to be important for comparison. 
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TA:BLE 13 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND :B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL JLWD FINAL OCCUPATIONAL INTERESTS 
VIITTY-XOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Occupa. t ions Experimental Control 
Oct. May Changes O~t. May .cha~es 
·% 
"" 
1,. 
·% 
1. Airline Hostess 15 11 -4 11 14 + 3 
2. Artist 13 15 ... 2 3 11 + 8 
3. :Bookkeeper 2 6 +4 3 7 + 4 
4. Housewife 0 6 .... 6 3 7 + 4 
5. Nwl 0 2 + 2 3 14 +11 
6. Nurse 4 11 ... 7 11 14 ... 3 
7. Office Worker 4 20 +16 11 3 
- 8 
a. Secretary 47 34 ...13 62 48 -14 
9. Teacher 13 20 + 7 7 0 
- 7 
o. Telephone Operator 4 8 + 4 0 7 + 7 
1. Typist 6 2 
- 4 3 3 0 
2. Member of Women's 
Armed Forces 2 11 ~ 9 22 22 0 
Total +36 ;ell 
In the Experimental Groups the ~reatest positive cha~es in 
occupational interests were: Nurse, Office Worker, Teacher, and 
l1 Member of Women's Armed Forces. 
In the Control Group the ~reatest positive changes in occupa-
tional interests were: Artist, Nun, and Telephone Operator. 
As these sophomores were taking courses preparatory for specific 
occupations for the first time, it is probable that the vocational in-
formation gained in these other courses was responsible for the cha~es 
11 in occupational interests. 
Other occupations were indicated on the inventory, but not with 
sufficient frequency to be important for comparison. 
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TABLE 14 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND BAND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FINAL SCHOOL SUBJECTS LIKED 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
School Subjects Ex)lerimen tal Control 
Oct. May Changes Oct. May 
I 
I 1. Art 15 38 +23 0 14 +14 2. :Biolog 61 50 -11 74 62 -12 
I 3. :BookkeepiJJ& 29 40 +11 62 48 -14 
I 4. Enclish 61 52 
- 9 37 25 -12 
5. Ma thema t ica 13 13 0 0 11 +11 
6 i 0 0 0 44 74 
I Total +14 +17 
I 
I' In the Exper~ental Groups the createst positive cbances in 
school subjects liked were: .A.rt and :Bookk:eepinc. 
In the Control Group the createst positive changes in school 
subjects liked were: .A.rt, Mathematics, a:D.d Typinc. 
In all probabilit.y these chances were not influenced by reading, 
for the factors in developinc a likiDC for a school subject are numerous. 
Perhaps the loss of interest in ~lish was influenced by the 
fact tbat at the time the first inventory was administered literature was 
beillg taught in the re~a.r ~lish program while at the time the second 
inventory was administered Gl'8.I!IIII&.r was being taucht. Therefore, the 
regular qlish pro~m, rather than the :t'ree-readiiJC program, 11ay have 
influenced the students• answers on the inventory. 
Other school subjects were indicated on the inventory, but not 
with sufficient frequency to be important for comparison. II 
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TABLE 15 
COMPARISON OF m>ERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND :B AND CONTROL GROUPS 
INITIAL AND FINAL SCHOOL SUBJECTS DISLIKED 
WITTY -KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
School Subjects Experimental Control 
Oct. Oct. Cbancea 
1 • .A.rt 2 0 -2 0 0 0 
2. :BiolOD 0 25 -+25 7 11 +4 
3. :SookkeepiJl& 31 31 0 18 25 + 7 
4. Entglish 15 40 +25 25 48 .a.23 
5. Geography 6 13 + 7 0 0 0 
6. Ma. thema. tics 6 11 ... 5 3 11 ... 8 
7 i 4 8 .. 4 3 3 0 
Total +64 '\'42 
In the Experimental Groups the greatest positive c~es in 
school subjects disliked were: :Biolog, Enclish, and Geocrapey. 
In the Control Group the greatest positive changes in scr~ol 
subjects disliked was in Enclish • 
.A.s with school subjects liked, we cannot, because of amerous 
and varied iufluences, interpret reading as an iafluential factor. 
For instance, a student may dislike Enclish because of grammar or the 
teacher, not because of readin&• 
Perhaps the loss of interest in English was imfluenced by the 
fact that at the time the first inventory was administered literature was 
bei~ taught in the recuJ.ar En~:lish Jtrocram while at the time the second 
inventory was administered cramma.r was bein& ta-gcht. Therefore, the 
re~ar En~lish program, rather than the free-readinc :program, may have 
influenced the students• answers on the inventory. 
Other school subjects were indicated oa tbe inventory, but not 
with sufficient frequency to be important for comparison. 
-~-----~ --= ~--
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TA.:BLE 16 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A A't-1 ) B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FINAL RADIO AliD TELEVISION INTERESTS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Types of Programs Experimental Control 
O~t. ~y Cha~~es O~t. May Cha.~~es ~ 
l. Comedy 50 86 +36 59 59 0 
2. Detective 52 68 +16 40 62 +22 
3. Drama 34 61 +27 40 55 tl5 
4. Educational 0 13 +13 3 ll ... 8 
5. Musical 31 27 
- 4 44 22 -22 
6. quiz 8 4 
- 4 3 3 0 
7. Sports 18 8 -10 7 ll + 4 
8. Talent Shows 4 8 + 4 0 7 7 
9. Western 13 8 
- 5 3 11 .. 8 
Total I 73 +42 
In the Experimental Groups the 1reatest positive changes in 
radio and television interests were: Comedy, Detective, D~, and 
Educational. 
In the Control Group the greatest positive changes in radio 
and television interests were: Detective, Dr.ama, Educational and 
Western. 
It is possible that the ~reater g.ain in radio and television 
interests and taste in the Experimental Groups may have been in-
fluenced partly by the free-readi~ pr~r.am. 
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TABLE 17 
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
INITIAL AND FINAL MOVIE INTERESTS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Types of Movies Experimental Control 
O~t. ~y Cha~~es O~t. ~ Gba~~es 
1. ·Cartoon 43 29 ... 14 48 33 . ... }5 
2. Comedy 86 79 
- 7 88 74 -14 
3. Educational 15 11 .. 4 7 14 + 7 
4. Gan~ster 72 40 ... 32 33 22 -11 
5. Love 47 36 -11 66 59 
- 7 
6. Mystery 86 70 -16 62 51 ... }1 
7. News 18 13 
- 5 7 11 +4 
a. Western 50 27 -23 37 18 ... 19 
Total -112 -66 
In the Experimental Groups the ~reatest decreases in movie 
interests were: Cartoon, Gangster, Mystery, and Western. 
In the Control Group the ~reatest decreases in movie interests 
were: Cartoon, Comedy, and Western. 
The almost consistent decreases in both groups is difficult to 
expla.in. Possibly telAvision and the season are influential factors. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST ~TORY 
. I' 
As a result of administerine the Wi tty-Kopel Interest Inventory !II 
at the beci~miJI€ a11d end of the free-readini: program to both the 
Ezper~ental and Control Groups, the writer observed some chance• in 
interests. Althouch the c~ea were not &reat, it seems possible, 
particularly because the createst cba.~es occurred in readinc areas, . 
that the free-readi~ l'rocram may have been -partly responsible for 
some of the increases in the Ex)terimental Groups. 
In game interests the Experimental Groups showed a slight in-
crease over the Control Group. However, because Baseball and Tennis 
showed the greatest increases, it seems logical to assume that the 
season, not readine, was responsible for the changes on both groups. 
In collection interests the Experimental Groups showed a alight 
increase over the Control Group. As the change was slicht, it seems 
possible that other factors such as ace, mutual interests and acti-
vities were responsible for the increases. 
In club interests the Coatrol Group made an insicnificant cain, 
and the Experbnental Groups decreased in total interests. Because the 
createst iDdiv.idual club pia in both groups was Church Organizations, 
1. Paul Witty, Will~ Erink, and David Kopel, Op. Cit. 
PP• 335-339. 
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it is not likely readin, was responsible. 
these 
first 
When the interest inventory was first administered in October I 
sophomores had been introduced to high school clubs for the I 
time. Ey May, when the inventory was readministered, the student~ 
I 
as evidenced by the decrease, bad apparently found the school clubs 
less rewarding than they bad anticipated. 
In type of book interests the Exper~ental Groups indicated an 
increase while the Control Group showed a decrease. Because the 
~reatest individual gains in type of book interests were Adventure, 
Detective, Humor, and Romance, it is possible that the free-readi~ 
was responsible for the gains, particularly as these same types of 
books were the most popula1· in the classroom library. 
As the students in the Experimental Groups liked with 
,reater intensity the same type of books they preferred in October, 
no change in taste is evident. 
In newspaper interests the Experimental Groups showed an in-
crease while the Control Group evidenced a decrease. The free-readin~ 
program was perhaps the influential factor. In October the students 
signified the greatest interests in Comics, Local News, and Sports; 
in May the greatest gains were in Columnists' Articles, Comics, and 
Local News. Therefore, in re~rd to the Columnists• Articles there 
was a slight change in taste. 
In magazine interests the Experimental Groups showed an in-
crease while the Control Group again indicated a decrease. Hence, 
the gain in ma~azine interest may have been influenced by the free-
64 
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ree.dimg program. There is small evidence of changes of tastes, for 
with the exception of Reader's Digest and Seventeen, the students 
liked in May with creater intensity the magazines they preferred in 
October. 
Even thouch the Experimental Groups showed a creater increase 
in occupational interests than the Control Group and even tho~h some 
of the selections in the reading progr.am dealt with careers, the 
writer is inclined to believe that vocatioDal i:aformation pined in 
couraes other than Enclish was a stroager influential factor than the 
free-readiJlc. 
lD the school subjects liked, the Control Group showed a creater 
gaia than did the Experimental Groups. Also in school subjects dis-
I 65 
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liked, the Control Group showed a smaller gain than did the Experimental li 
Groups. Therefore readia£ in this experiraent did not influence interest 
II 
I 
I 
in school subjects. 
In radio and television interests both the Exper~ental and 
Control Groups indicated increased interests, but tlle greatest gain 
was in the ~erimental Groul'•• The free-read~ may be responsible. 
The EQerimental Groups also showed a change in taste; for while no 
one iDdicated an interest in educational procrams in October, 13 per 
cent showed an interest in May. 
Difficult to explain is the decrease in movie interests in botk 
the Experimental and Control Groups. While the greater decrease in 
the Experimental Groups might be interpreted as a change in taste 
influenced by the free-reading, the writer is inclined to believe that 
1 
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teleTiaioa r the ••eon were t he influential facton here. For ill-
th se dol ents are prob ~bl7 more iatereatei ia 
Ill oonclu1oa1 t.hen, tbe tree--rea.diDC pro~ aeeaae to haTe 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
s. D. 
s. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
TABLE 18 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - MEDUN SCORES - FORM B 
OCTOBER 
Experimental .A. Experimental B Control 
22 
78.09 
20.35 
4.26 
Experimental A 
and Control 
13.28 
7.44 
1.79 
22 27 
86.82 91.37 
26.66 31.38 
5.69 6.04 
Experimental B 
and Control 
4.55 
8.29 
.54 
A critical ratio .of 1.79 between Experimental Group A and the 
Control Group and a critical ratio of .54 between Experimental Group B 
and the Control Group indicate tmt the ~roups, altho~h not equated 
statistically, did not differ ei~nificantly in readi~ ability at the 
be~inni~ of t:ae experiment. lllxperimental Group B and the Control 
Group were more nearly equal in readinc ability than Experimental 
Group A and the Control Group. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
s. D. 
s. E. 
m 
'UBLE 19 
ilXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A. AND :B AND CONTROL GROUP 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - MEDIAN' SCORES .,. FORM .A. 
MAY 
Experimental A Expe.rimental :B Control 
22 22 27 
86.95 93.09 98.30 
13.08 27.53 27.11 
2.79 5.87 5.22 
II 
Jl 
II 
I 
The difference in the final mean test performance of Experimental I 
Group A and the Control Group is 98.30 ... 86.95 or 11.35. The critical 
ratio of 1.92 indicates that this difference, although hi~h in favor of 
the Control Group, is not statistically significant. The difference in 
the final mean test performance of Experimental Group B and the Control 
Group is 98.30 - 93.09 or 5.21. The critical ratio of .66 indicates 
that this difference is not statistically significant. The readin~ of 
the Experimental Groups, then, did not cause an improvement as measured 
by these tests siinificantly hi~her than that of the Control Group. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
IDLE 20 
EXPER !MENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCORES 
IOWA SILENT ~:Ol!JQ. TESTS - FORMS A AND :B 
October May 
22 
78.09 86.95 
20.35 13.08 
4.26 2.79 
8.86 
5.16 
1.72 
Experimental Group A made a mean gain of 8.86 in total readin~ 
ability. The critical r.atio of 1.72 is not statistically significant. 
Hence, Experimental Group A did not make a significant gain in total 
I readiD& ability as a result of the free-readi~ pro~ram. 
I 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
T.A.BLE 21 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
October May 
22 22 
86.82 93.09 
26.66 27.53 
5.69 5.87 
6.27 
8.17 
.77 
Exper~ental Group B made a mean gain of 6.27 in total readi~ 
ability. The critical r.atio of .77 is not statistically si~nificant. 
Therefore, we cannot assume that Experimental Group B made a significant : 
I 
II 
pin in total reading ability as a result of the free-readi~ pro~ram. 11 
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TABLE 22 
COliTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCORES 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
·s. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS ~ FORMS A AND B 
October May 
27 27 
91.37 98.30 
31.38 27.11 
6.04 5.22 
6.93 
7.97 
.87 
The Control Group made a mean gain of 6.93 in total readi~ 
ability. The critical ratio of .87 is not statistically siinificant. 
The Control Group, which did not participate in the free-reading 
program, made a ~reater ~in, althoU£h not statistically siinificant, 
than Experimental Group B. Therefore, we cannot interpret the free-
readi~ program as influencing total reading ability. 
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TABLE 23 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL PARAGRAPH MEANING SCORES 
IOWA SILENT REA.DING TESTS ... FORMS A AND B 
Statistic October May 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff .. 
C. R. 
22 22 
20.73 14.41 
7.06 7.88 
1.51 1.34 
...6.32 
2.26 
2.80 
hper~ental Group A indicated a mean loss of -6.32 in paragraph 
meanin~. The critical ratio of 2.80 is statistically significant. The 
I 
'I I~ 
II 
,, 
I 
free-readi~ progr.am, then, did not aid the students in Exper~ental Gro~ II 
I 
A in para~raph comprehension. The ~reat decrease mi~t indicate that th~ 
free-read in~ was not enough, but should have been accompanied by workr-. I 
study type of instruction. 
II 
~ 
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Statistic 
N. 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
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TABLE 24 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND F INAL PARAGRAPH MEA.NING SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
October 
22 
25.00 
9.08 
1.94 
...2.27 
2.79 
May 
22 
22.73 
9.43 
2.01 
Diff. 
C. R. .81 
Experimental Group B indicated a mean loss of - 2.27 in para-
~raph meanin~. The . critical ratio of .81 is not statistically sic-
nificant. Altho~h Experimental Group B did not indicate as ~rea.t a 
decrease in para~raph meani~ as did Experimental Group A, the fact 
1
1 
there was a decrease mi~t ei~nify that there should have been some 
wor~study type of instruction. 
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TABLE 25 
CONTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL PARAGRAPH MEANING SCOHES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
Statistic October May 
N 27 27 
Mean 27.41 23.93 
s. D. 13.47 10.93 
s. E. 2.59 2.07 
m 
Diff. --3.48 
S. E. 3.32 
Diff. 
C. R. 1.05 
The Control Group indicated a mean loss of ...3.48 in par~raph 
· meanin~. The critical ratio of 1.05 is not statistically s~nificant. 
Because both Experimental Groups .A. and B and the Control Group lost in 
paragraph meanin~, it is evident there should have been more instruction ! 
of the work-study type in para~raph comprehension in both experimental 
and control ~roups. 
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TABLE 26 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL PARAGRAPH ORGANIZATION SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
Statistic October May 
N 22 22 
Mean 4.59 10.09 
s. D. 2.08 6.39 
s. E. .44 1.36 
m 
Diff. 5.50 
s. E. 1.43 
Diff. 
c. R. 3.84 
Experimental Group B made a mean ~in of 5.50 in par~raph 
organization. The critical ratio or 3.84 is statistically significant 
at the one per cent level. Therefore, Experimental Group A tmproved 
sicnificantly in paragraph organization durin~ the period of experi-
mentation. 
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TABLE 27 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP :B 
COMP.lRISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL PARA.GRAPH ORGANIZATION SCORES 
IOWA SILENT RElDING TESTS - FORMS A AND :B 
Sta. tis tic October May 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
22 
4.55 9.59 
1.69 4.00 
.36 .85 
5.04 
.93 
Experimental Group :B made a mean gain of 5.04 in para~raph 
organization. The critical ratio of 5.44 is statistically si~ificant. 
Therefore Experimental Group :B also made a significant ~ain in para-
~ra.ph organization during the period of experimentation. 
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TABLE 28 
CONTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF UIITIAL AND FINAL PARAGRAPH ORGANIZATION SCORES 
!OWl SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
October 
27 
4.85 
1.47 
.28 
May 
27 
8.37 
4.16 
.so 
3.52 
.85 
4.14 
The Control Group mde a mean gain of 3.52 in para~raph orp.ni-
zation. The critical ratio of 4.14 is statistically significant. 
Because both Experimental Groups A and B and the Control Group made 
s~nificant gains in pa~raph or~anization, it is evident that some 
other factor in the instruction, not the free-readi~ program, was 
responsible for the gain. 
:-==~----
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
s. D. 
s. E. 
m 
Diff. 
s. E. 
Diff. 
c. R. 
TABLE .29 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL WORD MEANING SCORES 
IOWA. SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
October May 
.2.2 2.2 
24.59 .29.64 
5.8? ?.87 
1 • .25 1.68 
5.05 
.2.09 
.2.37 
Experimental Group A made a mean ~in of 5.05 in word meaning. 
The critical ratio of .2.37 is not statistically significant at the one 
per cent level, but is close to the 2.58, which is significant. 
Therefore, Experimental Group A did not make a significant ~ain 
in word meaning during the period of experimentation, but there was 
some substantial gain. 
?8 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
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TABLE30 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL .A.ND FINAL WOBD MEANING SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS .A. AND B 
October 
22 
26.09 
7.93 
1.69 
4.50 
2.48 
1.81 
May 
22 
30.59 
8.54 
1.78 
Experimental Group B made a mean ~ain of 4.50 in word meaning. 
The critical ratio of 1.81 is not statistically s~nificant. 
Hence, Experimental Group B did not make a significant ~in in 
word meaning during the period of experimentation. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
TA.BLE 31 
CONTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL WORD MEANING SCORES 
IOU SILENT BEADING TESTS - FORMS A .AND B 
Oct ober 
27 
26.26 
8.76 
1.69 
3.81 
2.08 
1.83 
May 
27 
30.07 
6.33 
1.22 
The Control Group made a mean ~ain of 3. 81 in word meani~. 
The critical ratio of 1.83 is not statistically s~nificant. 
As a result of the free-readi~ program, the two Experimental 
Groups did not show a si~ificant improvement in word meaninc over the 
Control Group. 
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T.A:BLE 3.2 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SENTENCE MEANING SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READilTG TESTS - FORMS A AND :S 
I Statistic October May 
I N .2.2 .2.2 
I Mean 16.00 17.64 
I 
I s. D. 6.91 8.35 
,I 
i' 
II 
s. E. 1.47 1.78 
m 
I Diff. 1.64 
I s. E. 2.31 Diff. 
II 
c. R. .71 
Expertmental Group A made a mean iain of 1.64 in sentence 
1 meani~. The critical ratio of .71 is not statistically s~nificant. 
1
1 Expertmental Group A did not show a s~ificant improvement in 
,I j sentence meani~ as a result of the free-reading program. 
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TABLE 33 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SENTENCE MEANING SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FOBl~S A AND B 
Sta. tis tic October May 
N 22 22 
Mean 15.14 18.27 
s. D. 9.02 6.42 
s. E. 1.92 1.37 
m 
Diff. 3.13 
S. E.Diff. 2.36 
C. R. 1.33 
Experimental Group B made a mean gain of 3.13 in sentence 
meaning. The critical ratia of 1.33 is not statistically significant. 
Experimental Group B did not show a significant improvement in 
sentence meaning duri~ the period Gf experimentation. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
s. D. 
s. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E.Diff. 
C. R. 
TABLE 34 
CONTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SENTENCE MEANING SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORKS A AND B 
October May 
27 27 
16.74 16.44 
9.11 7.21 
1.75 1.39 
- .20 
.13 
The Control Group indicated a mean loss of ~ .30 in sentence 
II 
j meanin~. The critical r.atio of .13 is not statistically significant. 
Therefore, altho~ the Experimental Groups did not rm.ke a 
si&nificant improvement in sentence meanin& over the Control Group as 
a result of the free-readin& pro&ram, Experimental Group A did show 
an increase while the Control Group showed a decrease. 
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TAl3LE 35 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL LOCATION OF INFORMATION SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
s. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E.Diff. 
C. R. 
October 
22 
13.05 
5.16 
1.10 
May 
22 
18.50 
5.72 
1.22 
5.45 
1.64 
3.32 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
I 
Experimental Group A made a mean ~in of 5.45 in location of I 
information. The critical ratio of 3.32 is statistically stcnificant. I 
Hence, it is possible the &reater familiarity pined with books II 
in the free-readin~ pro&l'am resulted in an increased ability to locate 
information. 
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TABLE 36 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL LOCATION OF INFORMATION SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
Statistic October Ma¥ 
N 22 22 
Mean 16.09 19.45 
s. D. 5.52 5.03 
s. E.m 1.18 1.07 
Diff. 3.36 
S. E. Diff. 1.59 
C. R. 2.11 
Expertmental Group B made a mean gain of 3.36 in location of 
information. The critical ratio of 2.11 is not statistically si~ifi-
cant, but it is close to the 2.58, which we interpret as si~nificant at 
the one per cent level. 
Therefore, altho~h Experimental Group B did make a noticeable 
gain in location of information during the period of experimentation, 
we cannot interpret the gain as a si~ificant one. 
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T.A:BLE 37 
CON~OL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL LOCATION OF INFORMATION SCORES 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
s. :a:. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
October 
27 
16.44 
5.67 
1.09 
1.89 
1.60 
C R 1 18 
May 
27 
18.33 
6.07 
1.17 
The Control Group made a mean gain of 1.89 in location of 
I, 
I 
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information. The critical ratio of 1.18 is not statistically siinificant. 
Possibly the Control Gro:up did not make a s~ificant gain in ,I 
location of information because they did not have the same advant~e 
of handlin~ many books as did the Experimental Groups in the free-
reading pro~am. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
TABLE 38 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL RATE SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING !IESTS - FORMS A A.ND B 
October 
22 
27.23 
8.40 
1.79 
2.20 
2.29 
May 
22 
32.27 
6.00 
1.28 
Experimental Group A. made a mean gain of 5.04 in readinc rate. 
The critical ratio of 2.29 is not statistically significant, but at 
the one per cent level is close to the 2.58, which is si~ificant. 
Experimental Group A did not improve si~ificantly in readi~ 
rate as a result of the free- reading pro~ram. 
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Sta tistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
TABLE 39 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF I NITIAL AND FINAL RATE SCOBES 
IOWA SILENT READING TE§!§ - FORMS A AND B 
October May 
22.59 27.32 
5.94 6.11 
1.27 1.~ 
4.73 
1.82 
2.60 
Experimental Group B made a. mean gain of 4. 73 in readin« rate. 
The critical ratio of 2.60 is significant at the one per cent level. 
Experimental Group B did improve si~ificantly in reading 
rate duriD€ the period of exper~entation. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
s. 1l. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
TABLE 40 
CONTROL GROUP 
CO.MPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL RATE SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READ ING TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
October May 
27 27 
23.37 34.74 
10.39 10.54 
2.00 2.03 
11.37 
2.85 
3.99 
The Control Group made a mean of 11.37 in reading rate. 
critical ratio of 3.99 is statistically significant. 
II 
The 
We cannot assume that the free-readi~ program had a strong in-
fluence on readi~ rate, for the Control Group, without the free-reading, ! 
showed a greater gain than did the Experimental Groups. 
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TAELE 41 
EXPERIUENTAL GROUPS J. .&ltD :e J.ND CON'mOL GROUP 
COOPE.RJ.TIVE LITERARY COMPREHENSION AND APPRECIATION TESTS -
MEDIAN SCORES - FORM T 
OCTOBER 
Statistic ExJerimental A Experi.raental :e Control 
li 22 22 27 
Mean 42.91 44.95 48.67 
S.D. 15.01 11.54 4.42 
S.1il.11 3.20 2.46 0.85 
Exferimental A ~eri.raental :B 
and Control and Control 
Diff. 5.76 3.72 
s. E.Diff. 3.31 2.60 
c. R. 1.74 1.43 
A critical r.atio of 1.74 between Exper~ental Group A and the 
Coatrol Grou, and a critical r.atio of 1.43 between Experimental Group 
:a and the Control Group, indicate tl::e. t the croups were e i.railar in 
comprehension and appreciatioa ability although they were not equated 
statisticall1'• As in reading ability, Experimental Group :e -,nd the 
Control Group are more nearly equal in comprehension and appreciation 
ability thaa Exper~ental Group A and the Control Group. 
----=- -~-~ =:: 
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TABLE 42 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCORES 
COOPERATIVE LITER~Y COMPREHENSION Al~D APPRECIATION TESTS -
FORMS T AND R 
Statistic October May 
N 22 22 
Mean 42.91 50.45 
s. D. 15.01 . 5.98 
s. E. 3.20 1.28 
m 
Diff. 7.54 
S. E. 3.45 
Diff. 
C. R. 2.19 
Experimental Group A made a mean gain of 7.54 in comprehension 
and appreciation ability. The critical ratio of 2.19 is not statisti-
cally significant. 
Therefore, Experimental Gro~A did not make a significant gain 
II 
I in comprehension and appreciation ability as a result of the free-
I reading program. 
I 
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TABLE 43 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL tlEDIAN SCORES 
COOPERATIVE LITERARY COr!PREHENSION AND APPRECIATION TESTS -
FORMS T AND R 
I 
'l 
I 
and apprecia tion ability. The crit i cal ratio of .59 is not statistically 
significant. 
Therefore, Experimental Group B did not make a significant gain 
in comprehension and appreciation ability during the period of experi-
mentati on. 
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T.A:BLE 44 
CONTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCORES 
COOPERATIVE LITERARY COMPREHENSION A!ID APPRECIATION TESTS -
FOBMS T AND R 
Diff. 1.22 
S. E. 2.07 
Diff. 
C. R. .59 
The Control Group made a mean gain of 1.22 in comprehension 
I 93 I 
II 
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t 
and appreciation ability. The critical ratio of .59 is not statistical! il 
significant. 
Therefore, neither the Experimental Groups nor the Control Group 
made significant gains in comprehension and appreciation ability durin~ 
I! the period of experimentation. 
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TABLE 45 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND :B AND CONTROL GROUP 
COOPERATIVE LITERARY COMPREHS1TEION AND APPRECIATION TESTS -
MEDIAN SCORES - FORM R 
MA.Y 
I 
Statistic Experimental A Experimental :B Control I I . 
II 
N 22 22 27 
Mean 50.45 47.00 49.89 
s. D. 5.98 11.42 9.80 
s. E. 1.28 2.44 1.89 
m 
Experimental A. Experimental :B 
and Control and Control 
Diff. 
- .56 2.89 
S. E. 
Diff. 
2.28 3.08 
C. R. .25 .94 
The difference in the final mean test performance of Exper~ental 
A and the Control Group is 49.89 - 50.45 or a.56. The critical ratio 
of .25 indicates that this difference is not statistically significant. 
The difference in the final mean test performance of Experimental :B and 
the Control Group is 49.89 - 47.00 or 2.89. The critical ratio of .94 
is no t statistically significant. The reading of the Experimental Group~, 
then, did not cause an improvement, as measured by these tests, signi- 11 
I 
ficantly higher than that of the Control Group. 
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TABLE 46 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AJm :B AND CONTROL GROUP 
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT VOCA:BULA.RY TESTS - MEDIAN SCORES - FORM A 
OCTO:BER 
Statistic Experimental A Experimen ta.l :B Control 
N 22 22 27 
Mean 37.73 40.14 39.89 
s. D. 7.21 8.61 7.28 
s. E. 1.54 1.84 1.40 
m 
hperimen ta.l A Experimenta.l :B 
and Control and Control 
Diff. 2.16 - .25 
s. E 
·niff. 2.08 2.31 
c. R. 1.04 .11 
A critica.l ~tio of 1.04 between Experimenta.l Group A a.nd the 
Control Group a.nd a critical ra.tio of .11 between Experimental Group B 
a.nd the Control .Group indicate that the groups were similar in vocabulary 
ability althou~h they were not equated statistically. As in total read-
ing ability and comprehension and appreciation a.bility, Experimental 
Group B a.nd the Control Group are more nearly equal in vocabula. ry ability ~! 
than Experimenta.l Group A and the Control Group. I 
I 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FUTAL MEDIA:t-T SCORES 
NATIONAL ACHI:E.'VEMENT VOCA.13ULARY TESTS - FORMS A AND B 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E.Diff. 
C. R. 
October 
22 
37.73 
7.21 
1.54 
14.91 
2.20 
6.77 
May 
22 
52.64 
7.40 
1.58 
Experimental Group A made a mean ~in of 14.91 in vocabulary. 
The critical ratio of 6.77 is statistically si~nificant. 
Therefore 1 E.xperimen tal Group A did make a significant ~in in 
vocabulary during the period of experimentation. 
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Statistic 
N 
Mean 
s. D. 
s. E. 
m 
Diff. 
s. E.Diff. 
c. R. 
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T.A.13LE 48 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP B 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCORES 
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT VOCABULARY TESTS - FORMS A A~ID B 
October May 
22 22 
40.14 53.14 
8.61 ?.56 
1.84 1.61 
13.00 
2.44 
5.32 
Experimental Group B made a mean gain of 13.00 in vocabulary. 
The critical ratio of 5.32 is statistically significant. 
Hence, Experimental Group B did make a significant ~in in 
vocabulary during the period of experimentation. 
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TABLE 49 
CONTROL GROUP 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIAN SCOBES 
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT VOCABULARY TESTS - FORMS A AND :S 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
m 
Diff. 
S. E.Diff. 
C. R. 
October May 
27 27 
39.89 54.44 
7.28 7.69 
1.40 1.48 
14.55 
2.04 
7.14 
The Control Group made a mean gain of 14.55 in vocabulary. 
The critical ratio of 7.14 is statistically significant. 
Therefore, both Experimental Groups and the Control Gro~ 
showed significant improvement in vocabulary ability during the period 
of experimentation. 
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TABLE 50 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A A1TD :B AND CONTROL GROUP 
BA.TIONAL ACHIEVEMENT VOCAJ3ULA.RY . TESTS - MEDIAN SCORES - FORM B 
Experimental A. Experimental B 
and Control and Control 
Diff. 1.80 1.:30 
s. E. 
Diff. 
2.16 2.19 
c. R. .83 .59 
The difference in the final mean test performance of Experi-
meAtal Group A and the Control Group is 54.44 - 52.64 or 1.80. The 
critical ratio of .83 indicates that this difference ia not statistically, 
sipificant. The difference in the final mean test performance of 
Experimental Group B and the Control Group is 54.44 - 53.14 or 1.30. 
The critical ratio of .59 is not statistically significant. The read-
ing of the Experimental Groups, then, did not cause an improvement in 
vocabulary, as measured by these tests, sipificantly hi~her tban that 
of the Control Group. 
I 
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EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
SUMMARY OF CRITICAL RATIOS 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
COOPERATIVE LITERARY COMPREHENSION AND APPRECIATION TESTS 
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT VOCABUlARY TESTS 
Tests Experimel:l tal A Experimental B Control 
Iowa Silent Readi~ 
Median Score 1.72 .77 .87 
Para~raph Meaning 2.80(loss) .81(1oes) l.05(loss) 
Para~raph 0r£aniza tion 3.84* 5.44• 4.14* 
Word Meanilli; 2.37 1.81 1.83 
Sentence MeaniDg .71 1.33 .l3(loss) 
Location of Iaformatioa 3.32• 2.11 1.18 
Rate 2.29 2.60* 3.99* 
Coo~erative LiterarY 
Co~rehension and 
Appreciation 
Median Score 2.19 .59 .59 
Natioual Achievement 
Vocabulary 
Median Score 6.77* 5.32• 7.14* 
A study of Table 51 indicates in the subtests of the Iowa Silent 
Readin' Tests Experimental Group A gained in Para~raph Organization and 
Location of Information; Experimental Group B gained in Paragraph Crean-
I 
II 
II 
•' 
I 
ization and Rate; the Control Group gained in Location of Information an 
Rate. On the National Achievement Vocabulary Tests all three groups \ 
made significant ~ains. 
* The asterisk indicates a statistically significant improvement at 
the one per cent level of confidence. 
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TABLE 52 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CON'IROL GROUP 
CORRELATION BETWEEN READING GAIN AND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT 
Comparison r 
Experimental A ~ Readi~ Gain vs. I.Q. 
Experimental B - Readinc Gain vs. I.~. ....52 
Control - Reading Gain vs. I.Q. ....52 
This correlation table shows a low correlation between amount 
of ~ain in readi~ ability and intelli~ence. Those pupils with the 
I 
f 
I' 
II 
highest I.~.•s did not consistently make the greatest gains in reading, I 
nor did those with the lowest I.~. 1 s consistently make the lowest 
~ains. 
Because of the low positive correlation in Experimental Group A 
and the negative correlation in Experimental Group B, we may assume 
that these ~oups did not improve in readi~ ability in proportion to . 
their learnin' ability. 
I 
I 
I 
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T.AJ3LE 53 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTROL GROUP 
CORRELATION BETWEEN READING GAIN AND MENTAL AGE 
Comparison 
Experimental A - Reading Gaia vs. Mental A~e 
Experimental B - Readin" Gaill vs. Menta.l A~e 
Control - Readiag Gain vs. Mental Age 
r 
+.01 
+·09 
-.19 
This correlatien table shows a low correlation between amount 
Gf gain in reading ability and mental age. Those pupils with the 
highest mental ages did not consistently make the ~reatest gain in 
readin~, nor did those with the lowest mental ages consistently make 
the lowest gains. 
Because of the low positive correlations in Experimental Groups 
A and B, we may assume that these groups did not improve to the extent 
we might expect of their mental ages. 
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TABLE 54 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS A AND B AND CONTllOL GROUP 
COBRB:LA.TION BETillEN READING GAIN AND READING GRADE 
Comparisoa r 
Experimental A - ReadiBC Gaia vs. Readillf; Grade +.06 
Experimental B - Readiuc GaiA vs. Readi nc Grade -.41 
Control - ReadiDC Gain vs. Rea.dinc Grade -.40 
This correlation table shows a low correlation between amount 
of gain ia readiD€ ability and readinc crade. The pupils with the 
hichest readinc gr.ades did not consistently make the greatest gaiA 
in reading, nor did the pupils with t he lowest readine grades consistently 
make the lowest gaias. 
With the low correlations in both Experimental Groups A and 13, 
we may assume that these groups did not improve in reading ability 
in proportion to their reading g~des. 
CONCLUSIONS 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
COOPERATIVE LITEBlRY COMPREHENSION AND APPRECIATION TESTS 
NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT VOCABULARY TESTS 
As a result of administering the Iowa Silent Reading Tests!/, 
the Cooperative Literary Comprehension and Appreciation Tests~/, and 
the Na.tioDal Achievement Vocabulary Tests !/ at the becinni~~g and end 
of the free-readinc program to both the Experime•tal Groups and the 
Coatrol Group, the writer, with the aid of statistical evidence, ob-
served little improvement in the reading abilities measured by these 
tests. 
Al thoU&h Experimental Group A and Experimental Group B bave been 
combined in Judci~ the changes in interests and attitudes, they have 
been considered separately in evaluatinc the ~in or loss in readin& 
skills in order to cive a further check on variations of samples of a 
size usual to a hich school class. :Because the writer works with small 
croups, the two samples will indicate for future work how samples of 
similar size vary. In addition, actual data for further small sample 
experimentation will be available. The writer was also particularly 
1. H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen, and V. H. Xelley, Op. Cit. 
2. Mary Willis and H. A. Domincovich, Qp. Cit. 
3. Robert X. Speer and Samuel Smith, Op. Cit. 
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interested in the ~ains or losses in each ~roup because Experimental j! 
I 
Group A, which was slightly lower in reading ability than Experimental i1 
Group B, showed a better response to the free-reading program. Further-
more, Experimental Group B was more nearly equal in readi~ ability to 
the Control Group than Experimental Group A. 
It should be noted that one of the stibtests of the Iowa Silent 
Readiag Tests measured word meaning. The writer, assuming the free- I 
readini; might influence vocabulary strongly, administered a second vocabu-
lary test, the National Achievement Tests, as a double check. The re... 11 
!!ul ts in word meaning on the Iowa Silent Readi:Di; Tests and in vocabulary !1 
on the National Achievement Tests have been placed separately in this 
paper to avoid separatinf; the results of the Iowa Silent Readin' Tests. 
In total readi~ ability, as measured by the Iowa Silent ReadiA' 
Tests, neither the Experimental Groups nor the Control Group made sig-
11 nificant pins. 
In the subtests of the Iowa Silent Readin' Tests Experimental 
II 
II 
Group A gained on two of the six subtests: Paragraph Organization and 
Location of Information with significant ratios of 3.84 and 3.32. 
In the stibtests of the Iowa Silent ReadiAi Tests Experimental 
Group B i;ained on two of the six stibtes t.s: hracraph Organization and 
Rate with si~ificant ratios of 5.44 and 2.60. 
In the subtests of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests the Control 
Group also gained on two of the six subtests: Parai;raph Organization 
and Rate with si~ificant ratios of 4.14 and 3.99. 
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In comprehension and apprecia tion ability, as measured by the 
Cooperative Literary Comprehension and Appreciation Tests, neither the 
Experimental Groups nor the Control Group made significant p.ins. 
In vocabulary 1 as measured by the National Achievement Vocabulary 
Tests, Experi.'llental Group A, Experimental Group B, and the Control Group I 
made sipificant &ains with critical ratios of: 6.771 5.32, and 7.14. I' 
However, the reading of the Experimental Groups did not appear to cause J 
an improvement in vocabulary si~nificantly higher than that of the 
Control Group. 
Difficult to explain is the fact that all three groups made 
significant ~ins on the National Achievement Vocabulary Tests, and yet 
none of the ~roups gained significantly on the Word Meani~ subtest of 
the Iowa Silent Reading Tests. It is possible that the National 
Achievement Test was easier or that students achieve better results when I 
tested in one skill as in the National Achievement Vocabula;y Tests 
rather than in several skills at the same time as in the Iowa Silent 
Readi~ Tests. 
Even more difficult to explain is the loss by all three groups 
in the Paragraph Meaning subtest of the Iowa Silen·t ReadiDJ Tests. 
As both the initial and final forms were ~iven by the writer, she does 
not believe there w.as any error in administering the tests. 
The consistent gains in F.aragraph Organization in all three 
~roups may be attributed to the fact that in all three En~lish classes 
para~raph or~anization and writing were emphasized in the r~lar 
instruction .• 
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Only in Location of Information did Experimental Group A 
indicate a gain s~nificantly ~reater than the Control Group. Perhaps 
the familiarity with a lar~e number of books in the free"readi~ progra~l 
was responsible for the gain. 
Altho~h Experime:atal Gro1.1p :B made a significant g;a.in in Bate, 
the Control Group made a ~reater gsdn. Therefore, it is not lo~ical 
to assume that the free-readin~ influenced reading speed in this 
experiment. 
.As the Control Group exceeded both Experimental Groups in 
forei~n lan~e spoken in the home antl after-school jobs, we cannot 
assume that either of these factors were serious handicaps in the 
Experimental Groupe. 
In conclusion, the free-reading program did not appear to 
effect significant gains in reading ability. 
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TEACHER .... MADE Q.UESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS 
Dear Student, 
You've been such a real help to me so many times this year that 
I'd like to ask you once a~in to ~ive me some aid. Please don't put 
your name on this questionnaire as I'm interested only in how you as 
a group feel about our readi~ for fun in Friday's En~lish classes. 
Your honest opinions are very valuable. Just check the blank in the 
middle of each sentence that best describes your own reaction. Nobody 
else can really judge what we 1ve done as well as you can, so I hope 
you'll let yourself 11 ~ou on the personal comments. 
Again my thanks for all your cooperation this year. My very 
best wishes to you for a happy summer and a successful junior year. 
Sincerely, 
A. M. Estabrook 
1. Since we have been reading a. More 20~ unfamiliar words in 
for fun, I find ••• b. About the my reading tban 
same :1: I did in September. c. Fewer 5 
2. As a result of our readi~ a. More 73~ ideas when I am 
I find I have ••• b. About the asked to write or 
same ::l talk. c. Fewer 
3. If a friend asked me to a. More 9$ ideas than I 
recommend a 11~ood book11 I b. About the did in 
would :ba ve •• • same $ September. 
c . Fewer 0 
4. Since we have had a class- a. More 5~ by skimmi~ thro~h 
room 1 ibrary, I have been b. About the a few pa~es whether 
able to determine ••• same ~ a book appeals to c. Less 412 me. 
5. It seems as tho~h my a. More l1K tban it was in 
reading speed is ••• b. About the September. 
same 21 
c. Less 2, 
6. Since we have been havin~ a. More 52~ movie and book 
free-readi~, I have . rea d • • b. About the reviews in magazines 
same 4;1 and newspapers c. Fewer 
I 
I 
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7. I think I spend ••• 
8. I enjoy reading ••• 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 82% 
b. About the 
same~ 
c. Less ....!!!_ 
9. Since September I have found a. More 5% 
it. . . b. About the 
10. The type of book such as 
romance, adventure, mystery, 
or travel which was my fav-
orite in September appeals 
to me ••• 
11. Since we have been readin~ 
for pleasure, books as a 
whole have appealed to me ••• 
12. In addition to our free-
reading during class time, 
I have devoted ••• 
13. Since we have been havin& 
free-reading, I have 
taken ••• 
14. Since September I have 
spent ••• 
15 • .A. s'Wlllner library job 
appeals to me ••• 
same~ 
c. Less ~ 
a. More 48% 
b. About the 
same 4~~ 
c. Less .., 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 55% 
b. About the 
same~ 
c. !les s ~ 
a. More 39t% 
b. About the 
same~ 
c. Fewer ~ 
a. More 36% 
b. About the 
c. Les:ame i~~ 
a. More 18% 
b. About the 
same 7
9
3j 
c. Less 
time and effort 
rea4i~ such school 
subjects as history, 
biology, and En~lish 
than I did in 
September. 
when I don't 
have to write 
reports on books. 
difficult to sit 
still a.nd read 
for an hour. 
now than it did 
in the fall. 
than they did i n 
Septem'Q,er. · 
time to leisure 
reading than I did 
in September. 
books from the 
library. 
time in the school 
or town library 
than I did 
previously. 
this summer than 
it did last year. 
II 
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16. Since we have been read-
ing for pleasure, havin~ 
someone recommend a book 
appeals to me ••• 
17. As a result of our free-
readi~ pro~ram I have 
talked ••• 
18. Since the beginning of our 
reading for pleasure I 
have watched ••• 
19. I have enjoyed reading ••• 
20. Since doiug free-reading 
I have been ••• 
21. Since I have been readin& 
for pleaeure, I have 
become ••• 
22. If I were UDable to parti-
cipate in my normal acti-
vities because of illness, 
I think I would be ••• 
23. I have enjoyed English 
class ••• 
24. I think we would have 
accomplished ••• 
a. More ~ 
b. About the 
same ~6. ~ c. Less ,., 
a. More %j 
b. About the 
same ~ 
c. Less ~ 
a. More 40% 
b. About the 
same~ 
c. Fewer ~ 
a. More 7~ 
b. About the 
same 189~ c. Less 
a. More 45% 
b. About the 
same~ 
c. Less ~ 
a. More 0 
b. About the 
same~ 
c. Less ~ 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
89% 
11~ 
0 
a. More ?% 
b. About the 
same 20% 
c. Less ~ 
than choosing a 
book for myself. 
about books with 
school mates and 
friends. 
plays or d~tic 
shows on 
television. 
II 
I 
because many of the, II 
'books dealt with II people our own age 
who ba ve some of the jj 
same problems. 
II able to solve my 
own personal 
problems. 
irritated with 
people, in 
general. 
able to content 
myself with reading 
a ~ood booit. 
since we've been 
reading for fun 
on Fridays. 
if we bad devoted 
our Friday's classes 
to our regular work. 
I 
~ I 
PERSONAL COMMENTS (Any of your tho~hts about our free-reading program 
will be very welcome.) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
RESULTS_ OF TF..ACKER-MADE Q.'OESTIONNAIRE 
Analysis of the teacher-made questionnaire administered a t the 
end of the free-reading program revealed that the students in the ex-
perimental groups felt the program had been successful. .As a result 
of the program, which involved 44 students: 
1. 95 per cent had more ideas about recommending books to 
friends. 
2. 89 per cent enjoyed English class more because of the 
freeP'4reading. 
3. 84 per cent signified they would b~ better able to content 
themselves with a book in case of illness. 
4. 82 per cent revealed they enjoyed readi~ more without 
book reports. 
5. 78 per cent felt less would ~ve been accanplished if the 
Friday's classes had been devoted to regular work. 
6. 75 'P_er cent tho~ht they could read faster. 
7. 73 per cent were aware of more ideas for writing and speaki~. 
8. 73 per cent preferred reading books which dealt with people 
their own age. 
9. 68 per cent found books as a whole more appeali~. 
10. 64 'Per cent thought they indulged in more 11"book talk." 
11. 61 per cent acknowle~ed they became less irritated with 
people. 
12. 57 per cent considered they were better able to skim a book. 
13. 55 per cent devoted more leisure time to reading~ 
14. 55 per cent indicated they met fewer unfamiliar words in 
their reading. 
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15. 52 ]ller cent acknowledced they read aore aovie aad book reY:lews. 
16. 50 Jler ceat found it less difficult to sit still aad read for 
all. hour. 
17. 48 Jler cent sicnified tAey liked better tae same type of book 
tkey preferred in the fall. 
18. 45 ,er cent tkoucht they were better able to solve their owa 
]llroblems. 
19. 40 Jler cent watched more d~tic shows on television. 
20. 40 Jler ceat revealed they Jlreferred to have someoll.e reeommead 
a book to CAoOBili.C one for themselves • 
21. 39 Jler ceJlt took more books from the library. 
22. 36 .,er cent &Jlent more time in the school or ton libraries. 
23. 27 ]ller cell.t felt they BJlell.t bas time oa readiDg ac'bool ~ubjeeta. jl 
24. 18 per cent thoU&ht a summer library job a:p]llealed to tm•more. l 
Tlle fact that 89 Jler cent of the Ex]llerimeatal Group hdicated 
tba. t they enjoyed En&li sh class more as a result of the free-readiac 
Jlro~ is aot actually inconsistent with the findiags on the final 
Iitty-Kopel Illterest Iaventorz which showed a decrease ia taterest ill 
ED&lish, for oll the teacher-made questioanaire the students were couide1 11 
inc only the free-r'3&di-c ]llrocram while on tlle Wi tty•Ko!el Iaterest I 
. 
lDYentory they were considerillC the En&lish course as a whole. 
Oa the 44 questioD.Daires, 33 students aade favorable persou.l 
commeD.tB, 9 students lll&de no Jlersona1 commeats, and 1 made aa adverse 
comment. Samples of the students' eommeats are quoted below: 
"Readi.Dc books on Fridays seems to have \oosted my readinc 
avera~• tmmeasely. You see I aever was really iaterested ta 
I 
I 
read inc before com~ to l!'ramiBgham because I was al•ys busy, aBd. 
television was so new that everybody watched it, includinc me. 
However, thia year seems to have slowed me down all.d I seem to like 
readiJ~.& a lot more. In fact just recently, after learnille my 
cirl friend was qnittiae aer Job at the li\rary, I ap]lllied for a 1 
job. I do ho:pe I ~et it because I r•lly would enjoy workiac there
1
• 
Last year ill. a different school, I wasn't interested at 
all in readinc because the teachers never seemed to make ua 
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read or aasip us a 'book. This year, however, you baTe hel:ped •• 
to realize how wo~derful readiDC really is. I hope I caa go oA 
with readinc and enjoy it Just as much. And I hope I ~et a job 
i:a the library, the~ maybe I cu. watc'h for cood books for 
myself aad others." 
11 I filld that the free-readi:D& :procram appeals to me more 
because now it helps me ~et back to read inc. I used to read a 
lot 1:a the first six ~rades, now I am readiD& even more. It 
also helJB me to cet more acquainted with books I have never 
read before. I fiJLd that it is a rest from recular class work 
to be able to sit down and enjoy a cood book o•ce ill a while. 
It also relieves me when we do•'t have to do class work. We 
CO!Be in, s 1 t and read a 'book on . Frida;r knowi:D& what a nl ief 
it is. I find that it's so much fun coiuc u:p to the cupboard 
and choosi~ a book. My favorite kind is adventure. If we 
didn't have it the whole week would be borinc. I have read at 
least seven books th1• year that have really interested me.• 
11 I enjoyed the free-readiDC very much aJLd think it should be 
made part of the recular class work.. I think the reason I 
enjoyed it so much was due to t:ae fact th& t no reports were 
required." 
11I think this is a cood idea because it cets the kids who 
haven't been readiDg to do some readi~. Also see~ people 
•olve tkeir :pro'blems in tae books kelps us solve our :problema, 
I thiD.k. 11 
11 I think the free-readinc :procram is very helpful, aad I 
think we should baTe aore dramatic, romantic, and adventuresome 
•tories in our Enclish class library. 11 
II I liked the free-readi:D& period very much. It pve me 
a chance to get to read better. I can read better now taaa 
when I started. 11 
1 To me, without free-reading book time, I would never have 
read as many books as I did or known Just how interestinc booka 
could be. My voca'bulary bas increased. I read words that I 
didn't know how to use in a sentence and now I do. When I have 
nothint: to do now, I just pick up a book and start to read. 11 
11 Tlle way rq schedule was set up this year, I neTer looked 
forward to the freSMreadinc day because I had a atu¢7 :period 
just before Enclish and I used to read aaother book and I caa•t 
sit two hours reading, even if I did have a break. Readinc 
makes me tired." 
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CONCLUSIONS 
TKACHER APPRAISAL 
Even if the students in the two Experimental Groups of this 
study had ahown no gains in knowle~e, rea4in~ skills, or interest 
areas, both the teacher and the majority of the students believe the 
free~reading pro.gram was a stbnulating and thoroughly worth-while 
experience. Improved attitudes and individual response, which cannot 
be measured statistical~, were observed by the teacher. 
Perhaps the greatest joy to this observer 'f.'as the fact that 
the students actually had fun reading. It was rewardi~ enough, in 
this initial project, to see several students who freely admitted they 
had 11 n~ver read a. bock all the way through11 simply finish one. There 
was a real thrill in seeing a little blonde €irl who 11 tasted" prac-
ti~lly every book in the classroom library finally settle down to read 
Hot Rod and ask for more. 
At first the classes were wary. 11 \'i'ha.t's the catch?ll they asked 
when they were told to select any book and read just for fun. As soon 
a s they realized the teacher meant what she said and no book reports 
were required, even the non-readers were handing out the reminder, 
"Don't for=et we read for fun on Friday. 11 
Students understood from the be~innin~ that they were under no 
pressure to read a certain number of books or take books from the 
classroom library. However, a total of 283 books were read during the 
twenty-five week period. Books from the classroom library were signed 
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in and out frequently, and on days other than the free-read~ day. 
No time linli t was placed on the books borrowed from the classroom 
library; therefore each student bad ample t~e to finish a book in 
which he was interested. Jack reported he was having difficulty fin-
ishini The Robe because he couldn't get it away from his father. 
Although the instructor was chiefly interested in getting all 
students to read something and enjoy the process, some development 
in tastes and changes in interests were noted. The girl who read the 
greatest number of books was subsisting on Janet Lambert until she 
was introduced to Random Harvest and Claudia. Her comment: 11 These 
last two books are the best I've read all year. 11 
A boy with a comparatively high I.Q. said determinedly at the 
be~inni~ of the free-reading, 11 I never rea.d a book tba t isn't a 
mystery. 11 After he had exhausted the mysteries in the classroom 
library and the teacher had supplied him with several others, she at-
tempted indirect iUidance with, 11 This is hard book, maybe a little too 
hard for you. 11 He devoured it. The book was I Like Divi~. ~en he 
read I Dive for Treasure, Command Decision, and several sports books. 
John, an unusual youngster, with an all~embracin~ interest in 
ham radio refused any book unless it dealt with the technicalities of 
amateur radio. Realizing finally tmt he'd just about exhausted that 
field he was persuaded to read a biography of Thomas Edison, then 
Charles Hampton, Research Chemist, and I Like Diving. 
One rainy Friday afternoon when the program had been in session 
ten weeks, the teacher, who had previously held 11 book chats" with 
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individuals and small groups, s~gested, 11 Let 1 s not read today - just 
I 
,, chat about our books. 11 But the irritated response was, 11 We 1d rather 
read." 
Again near the end of the pro~ram the teacher asked each class 
to decide by vote whether or not to continue the readi~ program until 
the end of the year. In Experimental Group A the vote to continue was 
unanimous; in Experimental Group B there were only two dissenting votes. 
More si~nificant to the writer than the easy reeponse to the 
incited 11book chats" was the casual reference to books in conversation. 
Sports-loving Joe remarked during a panel discussion on hazing under-
classmen, "Now in th~t book I 1m reading in free-reading, there was some 
hazing that wasn't ~ood. Those college boys really did some harm." 
The teacher feels justified in concludi~ that the students in 
the free-reading program did enjoy readin~, and therefore unconsciously 
developed ~ood attitudes toward readi~. For this reason alone, free-
reading will be a re~lar part of her program in the future. 
'I 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The :purpose of this study was the development and evaluation of 
'" twenty-five week free-rea.di~ program in Grade Ten. 
Initial and final tests were administered to 71 tenth~~rade 
pupils in F~ingham, Massachusetts. Of these pupils, twenty-two were 
in Experimental Group A, twenty-two in Experimental Group B, and 
twenty-a ven in the Control Group. Because of the small numbers the 
groups were not equated statistically, but they were compared on the 
basis of six factors: chronolo~ical age , reading age, I.Q., language 
spoken in the home, socio-economic background, and after-school jobs. 
GAINS IN INTERESTS 
Initial and final administration of the Wi tty-Kopel Interest 
Inventory yielded the following results: 
1. In game interests the Experimental Groups showed a 4% 
increase over the Control Group. 
2. In collection interests the Experimental Groups showed 
a 12% increase over the Control Group. 
3. In type of book interes ts the Experimental Groups showed 
a 69% increase over the Control Group. 
4. In newspaper interests the Experimental Groups showed a 
134% increase over the Control Group. 
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5. I~ magazine interests the Experimental Groups showed 
a 75% increase over the Control Group. 
q. In occupational interests the Experimental Groups showed 
a 25% increase over the Control Group. 
7. In radio and television interests the Experimental Group 
showed a 31% i~crease over the Control Group. 
GAINS IN READING 
1. In total reading ability, as measured by the Iow.a Silent 
Readin' Tests, neither the Experimental Groups nor the 
Control Group, made significant gains. 
2. In the subtes s of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests Experimental 1 
I 
Group A gained on two of the six subtests: Paragraph Or~ni- 1 .. 
zation and Location of Information with significant ratios 
of 3.84 and 3.32. 
3. In the subtests of the Iowa Silent Reading Tests Experimental 
Group B ~i~ed on two of the six s1.1.btests: Paragraph Orpni-
zation and Rate with siillificant ratios of 5.44 and 2.60. 
4. In the subtests of the Iowa Silent Readin' Tests the Control 
Group gained on two of the six subtests: Paragraph Org~ni-
zation and Rate with significant ratios of 4.14 and 3.99. 
5. In comprehension and a.pprecia tion fitbili ty as measured by the 
Cooperative Literary Comprehension and Appreciation Tests, 
neither the Experimental Groups nor the Co~trol Group made 
si~nificant gains. 
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6. In vocabulary, as measured by the National Achievement 
Vocabulary Tests, Experimental Group A, Experimental Group ::s 
and the Control Group made si~nificant gains with critical 
ratios of: 6.77, 5.32, and 7.14. However, the reading of 
the Experimental Groups did not cause an improvement in 
vocabulary sipificantly higher than t:bat of the Control GroupJ 
I 
7 • .A. comparison of reading gain and intelligence quotient yielded \ 
a low positive correlation of +.20 in Experimental Group A, I 
a ne~ative correlation of -.52 in Experimental Group ::S, and Ill 
a ne~ative correlation of -~52 in the Control Group. The I 
I 
pupils with the hi~hest I.Q.'~ then, did not consistently 
make the ~reatest gains in readi~, nor those with the lowest 
r.Q.•s consistently make the lowest gains. 
8. A comparison of readin~ gain and mental age yielded a low 
positive correlation of +.01 in Experimental Group A, +.09 in 
Experimental Group ::s, and a negative correlation of ~.19 in 
the Control Group. The pupils with the highest mental ages, 
then, did not consistently make the ~reatest gains in reading, 
nor those with the lowest mental ages consistently make the 
lowest gains. 
9. A comparison of reading gain and reading~ yielded a low 
positive correlation of +.06 in Experimental Group A, a 
ne~ative correlation of 8.41 in Experimental Group ::S, and 
a s.40 in the Control Group. Those pupils, then, with the 
highest readingc~s,did not consistently make the ~reatest 
pins in readi~, nor those with the lowest readin& grades 
consistently mak» tae lowest g.aias. 
Each Friday for twenty-five weeks tbe two Experimental Groups 
were ~iven the opportunity to choose from a lar~e variety of books 
selected according to their expressed interests aDd to read simply for 
fun. The Control Group was not ~iven access to the classroom librar.y 
nor Opttortuni ty to read during class time. 
As a result of an initial and final interest inventory, the two 
Experimental Groups showed marked interest ~ins in t7Pe of book, 
newspaper and ma~zine interests. 
As a result of initial and f i nal readinc ability tests, compre-
hension and appreciation tests, and vocabulary tests, only in location 
of information did Experimental Group A show a eain over the Control 
Grou:p. 
TAerefore, the writer believes that a free-readin& ~r~ram of 
short duration should be accompanied by developmental and remedial 
techniques or work study type of instruction in order to effect cains 
in specific readi~ skills. 
But, for the purpose of improvinc attitudes toward readinc, a 
free-readin& prog~ is successful and in this particular experiment 
it has developed a love for readinc whiCh will undoubtedly facilitate 
subaequent teachin& of skills. 
/ 
=-----
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The followin~ limitations of the study were noted: 
1. This study was limited to three classes taught by the same 
teacher in one school in an industrial area. 
2. The exper~ent was limited to twenty-five weeks, or twenty-
five free-reading periods of forty-five minutes each. 
3. Only one grade level was included in the experiment. 
4. Only 150 books were available in the cL9~ ssroom library. 
5. No attempt was made to improve oral reading. 
6. No specific attempt was made to improve reading skills. 
7. This study did not take into account maturation, personal 
experiences r or interests aroused outside the free-reading 
pro~ram. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. Carry on a similar experiment in the Eleventh or Twelfth 
Grade. 
2. For a full year carry on an experiment using two weekly 
E~lish periods, one for free-readi.ll€, the other for specific 
instruction in reading skills. 
3. For a full year carry on an experiment using two weekly 
English periods, one for free-reading, the other for 
individual remedial work. 
4. Carry. on a similar experiment using a more refined inetrurnent 
for measuring attitudes. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix .A. 
Thi s questionnaire was distributed in mimeographed form to Experimental 
Groups A and B. 
Dear Student, 
You've been such a real help to me so many times thi s year that 
I'd like to ask you once a~in to ~ive me some aid. Please don't put 
your name on this questionnaire as I'm interested only i n ~ow you as 
a group feel about our reading for fun in Friday's Enilish classes. 
Your honest opinions are very valuable. Just check the blank in the 
middle of each sentence that best describes your own reaction. Nobody 
else can really judge what we've done as well as you can, so I hope 
you'll let yourself 11~o 11 on the personal comments. 
Again my thanks for all your cooperation this year. My very 
best wishes to you for a happy summer and a successful junior year. 
1. Since we have been reading 
for fun, I find ••• 
2. As a result of our reading 
I find I have ••• 
3. If a friend asked me to 
recommend a "~ood book" I 
would have ••• 
4. Since we have had a class-
room library, I have been 
able to determine ••• 
5. It seems as tho~ my 
readi~ speed is ••• 
6. Since we have been having 
free-reading, I have read • • 
I 
=====~---
Sincerely, 
A. M. Estabrook 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Fewer 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Fewer 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Few.er 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Fewer 
unfamiliar words in 
my reading than 
I did in September. 
ideas when I am 
asked to write or 
talk. 
ideas than I 
did in 
September. 
by skimming through 
a few pages whether 
a book appeals to 
me. 
than it was in 
September. 
movie and book 
reviews in magazines 
and newspapers. 
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7. I think I spend ••• 
8. I enjoy readiDg ••• 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
9. Since September I have found a. More 
it... b. About the 
10. The type of book such as 
romance, adventure, mystery, 
or travel which was my fav-
orite in September appeals 
to me ••• 
11. Since we have been readi~ 
for pleasure, books as a 
whole have appealed to me ••• 
12. In addition to our free-
reading during class time, 
I have devoted ••• 
13. Since we have been bavi~ 
free-readi~, I have 
taken ••• 
14. Since September I have 
spent ••• 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Fewer 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
15. A summer library job appeals a .More 
to me... b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
II 
time and effort 
reading such school 
subjects as history, 
biology, and English I 
than I did in 
1 September. 
when I don't 
have to write 
reports on books. 
diff icult to sit 
still and read 
for an hour. 
now than it did 
in the fall. 
than they did in 
September. 
time to leisure 
readi~ than I did 
in September. 
books from the 
library. 
time in the school 
or town library 
than I did 
previously. 
this summer than 
it did last year. 
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16. Si nce we have been read-
ing for pleasure, having 
someone recommend a book 
appeals to me ••• 
17. As a result of our free-
reading program I have 
talked ••• 
18. Since the be~inni~ of our 
readi~ for pleasure I 
have mtched ••• 
19. I have enjoyed reading ••• 
20. Since doing free- reading I 
have been ••• 
21. Since I have been reading 
for pleasure, I have 
become ••• 
22. If I were unable to parti-
cipate in my normal acti-
vities because of illness, 
I think I would be ••• 
23. I have enjoyed E~lish 
class ••• 
24. I think we would have 
accomplished ••• 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Fewer 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
a. More 
b. About the 
same 
c. Less 
than choosing a 
book for myself. 
about books with 
school mates and 
friends. 
plays or dramatic 
shows on 
televison. 
because many of the 
books dealt with 
people our own a ge who 
ha.ve some of the same 
problems. 1 
able to solve my 
own personal 
problems. 
irritated with 
people, in 
general. 
able to content 
myself with rea dinc 
a ~ood book. 
since we've been 
reading for fun 
on Fridays. 
if we bad devoted 
our Friday' s classes 
to our re~r work. 
I 
il 
PERSONAL COMMENTS {Any of your thoughts about our free-readi~ program 
will be very welcome.) 
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Appendix B 
LIST OF BOOKS IN CLASSROOM LIBRARY 
Books starred once were read by more than one pupil duri~ the free-
readi~ projTam; books starred twice were read by more than five pupils. 
ADVEnTURE 
Allee, Marjorie H. House of Her Own 
Balch, Glenn Indian Fur 
Bo~hton, Willis A. Ever£lades Adventure 
• Eadie, Thomas I Like Di Tilllj 
Edmonds, Mary D. Out of the Net 
Edmonds, walter D. Two Logs Crossi~ 
Forester, Cecil S. Commodore Hornblower 
• Ra'iard, H. Rider KiAg Solomon's Mines 
Heyerdahl, Thor Kon-Tiki 
Hoffman, Eleanor Mischief in Fez 
Jacobs, l!mma. A.. Trailer Trio 
Johnson, Osa I Married Adventure 
Lenski, Lois Bayou Suzette 
___ , Cotton In MY Sack 
Munro, Hector H. The Short Stories of Saki 
• Rieseber,, Harry E. I Dive for Treasure 
Sabatini, Rafael Sca.ntmouche 
Ullii&.Il, James R. Yfhi te Tower 
ANIMAL 
• Anderson, Clarence W. Bobcat 
Andrews, Ned 
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*:Balcll, Glenn 
Crowell, Pers 
Desmond, Alice c. 
*Gilbert, Kenneth 
*Henry, Marcueri te 
*Howe, Ja:aet R. 
Howland, Chester 
*Kjelp.ard, James A. 
*Xnit;ht, Eric 
*Loadon, Jack 
*Norton, Andre 
OlliTIJlt, Alfred 
*Sal ten, Felix 
AVIA.TION 
*Brier, Howard M. 
**Gre", Ala:a 
Theiss, Lewis E. 
BIOGRAPHY .A.ND AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
*Bakeless, Jolm 
Beamish, Riebard J. 
*Clark, G. Glenwood 
Coasiiine, Bob 
Crawford, Marioa 
Cllrietmas Horse 
Six Good Friends 
Sea Cats 
Biri. Doc Barpia 
Justin Morgan Hai a Horse 
Tllunder and Jerry 
Tba.r She Blows 
Lassie Come Home 
Call of t1le Wild 
Scarface_ 
Bob, Soa of Battle 
Bambi 
Sky Cruiser 
FlYiDC with the Coastal Patrel 
Ficatinc Frontiersma:a: The Life 
of Ianiel Booae 
Thomas Alva Ediso:a 
Babe Ruth Stor;y 
Little Priacesses 
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Epstein, William and 
Williams 1 :Beryl 
• Garst, Shanao:a 
Ha~eboom, .A1ay 
HatcA, Alie:a 
James, Will 
Nolu, Jeanette c. 
* Peston, Yart&a L. 
Ricll, Leuise D. 
Swift, Hil4ecarie H. 
• Weldon, *rth. 
Winwar 1 Frances 
• Yates, Elizabeta 
CAREER 
• :Sucbee, Emma 
EJari~t, Elisabeth 
Kenney, Arthur and Stephen 
MacDoiiB.ld, Zillall.K. 
McGraw, Eloise J. 
Streatfeild, Noel 
-----' 
Wert:a, Ka tlilry:a 
F.l.MILY 
.Aldrich, :Bess S. 
Real :Book about 
:Benjamin Franklin 
Will Ro,ers: Iamortal Cowboy 
Coluabue ani His Brothers 
Glenn Curtiss 
Lone Cowboy 
Andrew Jackso:a 
Girl Rebel 
Girl Witaout a Country 
We Took to tke Woods 
Abe Li.Jlcoln Grows Up 
Bailroad to Freedom 
Babe Ruta 
J~:a of .Arc 
Amos FortUll.e: Free Man 
Peggy Covers the News 
Thimble Summer 
Charles Hampto:a, Research Chemist 
Marcia, Private Secretary 
Sawdust in His Shoes 
Circus Shoes 
Theater Shoes 
Miid.le l3uttoJl 
Ia:a tern in Her Ha:acl 
I' 
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* Benson, Sally 
Carroll, Gladys H. 
ED.ript, Elizabeth. 
* 
___ , 
Fisher, Dorothy c. 
Galsworthy, John 
Moore, Ruth. 
Partrid,e, Bel~ 
Pailbrook, Elizabeth. 
* Saroyan, William 
* Streatfeili, Noel 
Tunis, John R. 
FANT.A.SY 
Dawson, M1 tchell 
Hilto»., James 
* Nesbit, Editll 
HISTORY 
Beck:, Lily-
Hawthone, Hildep.rcle 
Hayes, Marjorie 
Houch, Emerson 
14ei"s, Cornelia 
• Morrow, Hoaor' 
Nolan, Jeannette c. 
Parton, liltkel 
Reinherz, Nathan 
J'tlllior Miss 
As tke Earth Turns 
Four Story Mistake 
Taen There Were F1Te 
Bent Twic 
Forsyte Sap 
SpooDha.Jldle 
Januar:y Thaw 
Far from MarlborGJCh Street 
Human C0111eg 
Stra!£er in Pru.rose Lane 
Soa of the Valley 
Ma,ic FirecraCkers 
Lost Horizon 
Enchanted Castle 
Aane Boleyn 
Risi.JI.i Tmmder 
GreeD. Peace 
CoTerei wacon 
The Covered Brig;e 
On te Orecon 
Hobnailed. Boots 
RuDaway Prentice 
Quest of the §a£es' Stone 
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HUMOR 
* Gould, John 
Kimbro~h, Emily 
MacDoDald, :Bett7 
Papas&Tily 1 Georce au 
Helen 
MYSTERY 
* :Bonner, Mary G. 
Collins, Wilkie 
Doyle, .A.rtkur C. 
Gari:ner, Erle S. 
Godien, Jon 
* Judson, Clara I. 
Keene 1 Carolyu 
* Martin, Ethel :B. 
• Prui • Holllllea:u:, Rene 
ReTell, Louisa 
Rodford., Ruby 
• Seaman, .A.ucnsta H. 
* White, Robb 
RllLIGIQH 
Asch, Sholem 
Cronin, Archibald J. 
Douclas, Lloyd 
Werfel, Franz 
Iarmer Takes a Wife 
E" and I 
Apything Can Happen 
Hiiden Vill!£e MYstery 
Meonetone 
:Best of Skerlock Holmes 
TAe Case of tke Golidiiger's Purse 
House by t'ile Sea 
Lost Violia 
Si1n of tae Twistei Candles 
Judy- Come-Lately 
Sunken Forest 
Silver Spate 
Secret of the Bay 
MYstery of the Empty Rooa 
E'auntei Hound 
The .A.postle 
Keys of t::ae Ki!£dom 
The Robe 
Sonc of :Bernadette 
il 
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ROMAN OJ: 
.Ames, Jennifer 
Do. Maurier, Iaphne 
* Franken, Rose 
___ , 
* Hilton, James 
SCIENCI 
SPORTS 
:Boucher, Anthony and 
McComas, J. Francis 
De Xrui:t', Paul 
Hylander, C.J. and 
Hardi:DC 1 Rebert 
Lent, Henry 
Ryan, Coraelius 
Tyler, Xincdon s. 
Zi.Dl, Herbert S. 
* Harkins 1 Philip 
Meader, Stephen w. 
** Sekolz, JaCkson v. 
___ , 
Swanson, William E. 
* Treat, Ro~er 
* Tunis, John R. 
Reluctant Cia4erella 
Rebecca 
Clawlia 
Younc Claudia 
Band ora Harvest 
:Beet from Fantasy and 
Science Fiction 
Microbe Hunters 
.A.n Iatroiuction te TeleTision 
This is Your A.mlouncer 
Across tke Space Frontier 
Modern Radio 
Rockets and Jets 
LiJhtniy on Ice 
Clear for Action 
:Batter Up 
Fullback for Sale 
CampiD£ for All It's Wort& 
Duke of the Bruins 
World Series 
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Churcaill, Winstom 
Crane, SteplleJt. 
Galli co, Paul 
* Baines, William W. 
Hilton, James 
Rhoads, lfa1rian 
Seredy, Irate 
US TERN 
*Garst, Shannon 
Mulford, Clarence E. 
*Warren, :Silly 
Gatheri~Jtg Storm 
Rei :Sake of Courace 
The Snow Goose 
Comma•d Decision 
Story of Doctor Wassell 
All Out for Freedom 
Tlle Ches try Oak 
Silver Spurs for CoWboy :Soots 
Eopalonc Cassidy 
To& Gay OJl tlle Lon' Horn Trail 
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LIST OF THE BOOKS MENTIONED ON WITTY-KOPEL INTEREST INVENTORY 
Books starred once were indicated by more than one pupil. 
Both Experimental and Control Group interests are represent-
ed here. 
ADVENTURE 
Allee, G. Fr&nkli n 
Boughton, Willis A. 
Bristow, Gwen 
:Suchan, Laura and 
Allen, Jerry 
Corbett, Jim 
* Eadie, Thomas 
Edmonds, Vial ter D. 
Ells berg, Edward 
Ellsberg, Edward 
* Felsen, Henry G. 
Forester, Cecil S. 
* ~gard, H. Rider 
Heminway, Ernest 
* Heyerdahl, Thor 
* Jacobs, Emma A. 
• Johnson, Osa 
~ Farge, Christopher 
London, Jack 
Pease, Howard 
Pease, Howard 
Day Af'ter Tomorrow 
Ever,lades Adventure 
Handsome Road 
Hearth in the Snow 
Man .. !a ters of KtuD8.on 
I Like Divi~ 
Two U>gs Crossing 
Ocean Gold 
Treasure Below 
Hot Rod 
Commodore Hornblower 
Ki~ Solomon's Mines 
Clld Man and the Sea 
Kon-Tiki 
Trailer Trio 
I Married Adventure 
Sudden Guest 
South Sea .'lales 
Dark Adventure 
Lone; Wharf 
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Rieseberg, Harr.y E. 
Roark, GarlQ.nd 
Sabatini, .P.afael 
Stevenson, Robert L. 
Stevenson, Robert L. 
.A.lHMA.L 
Andrews, Ned 
* Farley, Walter 
Henry, Mar~eri te 
KJelgaa.rd, James .A.. 
* Knight, Eric 
* London, Jack 
• London, Jack: 
Meyers, :Barlow 
Mont.tomery, Rutherford 
Phillips, Thomas 
Rawlings, Marjorie K. 
• Sal ten, Felix 
Shaffer, Robert 
Shannon, Lytle 
Terhune, Albert P. 
Weber, Lenora 
AVIATION 
• Brier, Howard M. 
* Gre~g, Alan 
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I Dive for Treasure 
Wake of the Red Witch 
Scaramouche 
Kidnapped 
Treasure Island 
Cow Dog 
:Black Stallion 
Justin Morgan Had a Horse 
:Big Red 
Lassie Come Home 
Call of the Wild 
White Fang 
Tumbleweed 
Golden Stallion's Revenge 
SearCh for a Hero 
The Yearling 
J3ambi 
Skeeter 
Golden Stallion 
:Bruce 
Beany and the Beckoning Road 
S]cycruiser 
Winged Mystery 
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Lindbergh, Anne M. Listen, the Wind 
Mallette, Gertrude E. Clear to Land 
Theiss, Lewis E. Flyi;cg with the Coastal Patrol 
BIOGRAPHY ..A.ND AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
:Barry, Henry ! 111 Be Seeing You 
Becker, May- L. Presenting Miss Jane Austen 
Clark, G. Glenwood Thomas Edison 
Crawford, Marion Little Princesses 
Curie, Eve Y.adame Curie 
Iat~a 1 Richard H. Two Years Before the Mast 
DeMille, Agnes Dilnce to the Piper 
Farrow, John Damien the Leper 
Garst, Shannon Sitting Bull. 
Batch, Alden Glenn Curtiss 
* K~elmass, J. Alvin Louis Braille 
Mat sumo to 1 Toru Seven Stars 
Peare, catherine 0. Mary McLeod Bethune 
Philbrick, Herbert I Lead Three Lives 
Polo, Marco Adventures of Marco Polo 
Poston, Martha L. A Girl Without a Country 
Rich, Louise D. We Took to the Woods 
Richards, laura E. Florence Nightingale 
Wr~ht, Richard Black Bo;r 
Zwei&1 Stephan Ma>rie Antoinette 
-----------
-- : ----
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II CAREER 
I 
I • Boylston, Helen D. 
,j 
* Bugbee, Emma. 
Sue Barton Series 
Peggy Covers the News 
II Day, Enid Adventures of a Nurse's Aide 
Deming, Dorothy Sue Morris, Sky Nurse 
Hager, Alice R. Janice, Airline Hostess 
Humphl•ies, Adelaide Homefront Nurse 
lambert, Janet Up Goes the Curtain 
Iansini:, Elizabeth Nancy Naylor, Air Pilot 
MacDona.ld, ZillJb K. Marcia, Private Secreta;y 
McGraw, Eloise J. Sawdust in His Shoes 
Malvern, Gladys Gloria., Ballet Dancer 
Malvern, Gladys Prima Ballerina 
Streatfeild, Noel Circus Shoes 
Van Lissel, Karen Connie, Theater Director 
FAMILY 
• Alcott, Louisa M. Little Women 
Aldrich, Bess s. A Lantern in Her Hand 
Barrett, Sar9.h L. Silver Blades 
Benson, Sally Junior Miss 
Bristow, Gwen Tomorrow Is Forever 
Burke, Dorothy and 
Howe, Gertrude Thanks to Lettie 
Carroll, Glady! H. As The :Earth Turne 
* Colver, Alice R. Joan Foster Series 
I 
Dickson, Mar~rite Turn in the Road 
li 
I 
I. 
I 
Enr~ht, Elizabeth 
Evans, Eva K. 
Kerouac, John 
* Lambert, Janet 
Richmond, Bernice 
* Stolz, Ma.'ry 
Stuart, Jesse 
* Tarkington, Booth 
* Tritten, Charles 
Van Druten, John 
Walden, Amelia 
Weber, Lenora 
Wells, Helen and 
Tatham, Julie 
Whitney, Phyllis 
FANTASY 
Coatsworth, Elizabeth 
Davies, Valentine 
HISTORY 
Dickens, Charles 
* Dickens, Charles 
* Forbes, Esther 
MitChell, Mariaret 
Pearce, Richard 
Reinherz, Nathan 
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Four Story Mistake 
Tim•e Place 
Town and the City 
Star Spangled Summer 
Winter Harbor 
Sea Gulls Woke Me 
Hie to the Hunters 
Seventeen 
Heidi Grows Up 
I Remember Mama 
Girl Called Iitnk 
Meet the Malones 
The Cherry Ames Series 
Linda 1 s Homecomi~ 
The Encha.n ted 
Miracle on 34th Street 
David Copperfield 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Johnny Tremain 
Gone with the Wind 
The Impudent Rifle 
Quest of the Sages• Stone 
Roberts, Kenneth I,ydia :Ba.iley 
Scott, Walter Ivauoe 
Sienkiewiez, Henr.y Quo Vadh 
Stoae, Irvi:a& President' s lAy 
HUMOR 
• !By, Clarence Life with Father 
• Gilbreth, Frank, Jr. alld 
Eraestiae Gilbreth Carey !elles on Their Toes 
Gilbreth, Frank Jr., and 
Ernestine Gilbreth Carey Cheaper by the Dozen 
Gould, J oh:n 
• Kimbrou,;h, Emily and 
Skinner, Cor.Relia o. 
MacDonald, :Setty 
Twain, Mark 
Twain, Mark 
MYSTERY 
ArmstroD€, Charlotte 
• :Sonner, ll.ary G. 
Christie , Agatha 
Dixon, Frankl in 
Dixon, Franklin 
Ericson, Walter 
• Gardner, Erle s. 
• Hartwell, Nancy 
Judson, Clara I. 
Keene, Carol1J). 
A Farmer 'lakes a Wife 
Our Hearts Were YOUD£ and Gay 
Egg and I 
A Coeectieut Yankee in 
Kill£ Arthur's Court 
Tom Saver 
The Unsuspected 
Hidden Villaie Mystery 
Seven Dials Mfste;r 
Great Airport Mysteu 
gystety of Cabin Island 
:Hallen .A.y;el 
Case of the Crooked Candle 
1ho Was Sylvia 
The Lost Violill 
:Sy the Li&ht of the Stu4z Lamp 
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Martin, Ethel B. 
Milne, Alan .A.. 
* Modell, Merriam 
I 
* Prud' Hommeau:x:, Rene 
Queen, Ellery 
Queen, Ellery 
* Rinehart, Mary R. 
• Seaman, A~sta H. 
Tillett, Dorothy 
Trease, Geoffrey 
RELIGION 
Coetain, Thomas 
* Do~las, Lloyd 
* Oursler, Fulton 
Ricciotti, Giuseppe 
Robinson, Henry M. 
ROMANCE 
Blackmore, Richard D. 
* Bristow, Gwen 
.. 
Bronte, Charlotte 
Buck, Pearl S. 
Cavanna, Betty 
• Daly, Maureen 
Davis, Charles E. 
Du Jardin, Ro~ond 
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Judy-Come-Lately 
Red House MYstery 
The Plot 
Sunken Forest ,, 
Double, Double I 
Green Turtle Mystery 
Haunted Lady 
MYstery of the Empty Room 
Deadly Beloved 
Cue for Treason 
Silver Chalice 
The Robe 
Greatest Story Ever Told 
Life of Christ 
The Cardinal 
Lorna Doone 
Deep Summer 
Jane E;yre 
Peony 
Spri~ Comes Riding 
Seventeenth Summer 
Senior nays at Davenport High 
Boy Trouble 
=======~======~=====-====-==~====================================================#=========== 
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II 
II 
II 
Du Jardin, Rosamond Double Da te 
Du. Kardin, Rosamond Wait for Marcy 
Du llaurier, Daphne Rebecca 
* »nery, Anne Going Steady 
Emery, Anne Senior Year 
Emery, Anne Sorority Girl 
Ferber, Edna Showboat 
* Franken, Rose The Claudia Series 
Freedman, Nancy and Benedict Mrs. Mike 
Goodin, Peggy Clementine 
Head, Gay 
Headley, Elizabeth 
Hilton, James 
Hilton, James 
Jackson, Helen H. 
lambert, Janet 
lambert, Janet 
* lambert, Janet 
Lehmann, Rosamond 
* Williams, Beryl 
* Wister, Owen 
SCIENCE 
* Gunther, John 
Iraehele, Edna 
Killilea, Marie L. 
Zim, Henry S. 
Boy :ra tee Girl 
Going on Sixteen 
Goodbye Mr. Chips 
Band om, Harvest 
Ramona 
Confusion by Cupid 
Don't Cry, Little Girl 
Miss America 
Invita.tion to the Waltz 
No Pattern for Love 
The Vir&;inian 
Death Be Not Proud 
Living with Cancer 
Karen 
Submarines 
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SPORTS 
Boudreau, Lou and 
Fi t2gerald Ed. 
Brier, Howard M. 
• Considine, Bob 
Durant, John 
Emery, R. Guy 
Feller, Bob 
Garreau, Garth 
* Gilbert, Kenneth 
* Haines, Donal H. 
Harkins, Philip 
Kaese, Harold 
Lieb, Frederick 
Lieb, Frederick 
Mikan, George 
• Sampson, Arthur 
• Scholz, Jackson V. 
Scholz, Jackson V. 
* Scholz, Jackson V. 
Schoor, Gene 
Tr~. t, Roger 
Tunis, John 
Tunis, John 
Tunis, John 
Tunis, John 
Blackboard Malic 
Babe Ruth Story 
New York Yankees 
High Inside 
Strike Out Story 
Bat Boy of the Giants 
Bird Do1 Bargain 
The Southpaw 
Center Ice 
Boston Braves 
Boston Red Sox 
Story of the World Series 
Mr. Basketball 
Ted Williams 
Batter Up 
Deep Short 
Fullback for Sale 
Jim Thorpe Story 
Duke of the Bruins 
Champion's Choice 
The Champion 
Kid from Tomkinsville 
Rookie of the Year 
Albae, Harry Concentration Camp Hero 
:Buck, Pearl S. The Enemy 
Crane, Stephen Red l3a dge of Courage 
Hilton, James The Story of Dr. Wassell 
Holland, Claudia Primrose Path 
Horan, Je.mes D. Action Tonight 
Bhoads, Marian All Out for Freedom 
Richardson, Anthony Alone He Went 
Thacher, Russell Captain 
Tre~askis, Walter Guadalcanal Diary 
Waltari, Nika Stranger came to the Fam 
White, William L. They Were Expendable 
Wouk, Herman Caine Mutiny 
i 
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